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FOR_#ORD
This report has been prepared in compliance with requirements
of Contract NAS 8-11477, for a midterm report on Task A of
the contract. The contract supports a study of the peculi-
arities of orbital operational Saturn stages and determination
of the impact of these peculiarities on post manufacturing
checkout. This report presents results of work carried on
through 2_ February 1965. Premises for the early work pre-
cluded consideration of significant equipment changes in
evaluating desirable m_mufacturing checkout procedures t ex-
cluded ps_vload paz_Icipation in orbital checkout_ and identi-
fied reference stages as S-IVB and i-_ configured for Saturn V,
Series 505-506.
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C_P_ER I
_I AND CO_ID_S
1.0
In the mar future propulsive stages for use in lunar and deep space missions
will more and more freq_ be placed in a parking orbit with their _load
prior to co__t to the deep space mission. Checkout of the stage and
paylos_ while in this parki_ orbit, is essential to mission success, and
is included in operation_l pla_ for such misslons. The impact of this
new operating situation on the scope of factory checkout activities prior
to hardw_ shilms_t to the launch site may be significant.
_e Quality and Reliability Laboratory at C_roge C. Marshall Space Flight
Center recognized the potential significance of this impact _nd, as part
of contract NAS 8-ii_77, contracted with Iockeed Missiles and Space Company
to study stage peculiar situatlons and identify those areas of classical
post manufacturing checkout of stages which require change or addition to
accommodate the peculiarities of orbital operational stages. The reference
stages designated for the study were Saturn S-IVB and Inst_t Unit as
pls_ned for Saturn V, Series 505_506 configurations.
2.0 DISCUSSION
The most striking feature of the checkout of an Orbital Operational Stage
will occur in the sit,fated flight test, depicted as the last bubble of
figure I.I. For such a stage the flight profile itself will include some
overt provision for checkout of the stage on orbit. In fact, for stages
such as the IU (V) and S-IVB, a major element of orbital operations will
be orbital checkout.
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_ a le_or _ort_m of the s_ flight test presented _- I_ I.i
is a s_1_ orbital cbe_ as _ Lu Figure 1.2. _ prime
of interest is in the expended area between T_ end T6 on Fl_re 1.2. The
item in the erpensloa on Figure 1.2 _ the _,eral kinds of
c_ a_ti_ties (end their 8eqnence) that might be st_lated during a
post mam_mctu_mg checkout.
3.0 SCOPE OF REPOR_
This report represents the work performed during the first half of the
study snthorized by the contract. It contains five chapters snd a section
containing AppendL_es. _e first chapter, "Introduction and Conclusions"
contains those conclusions which resulted from consideration of the S-IVB
and IU stages as a single orbiting sys_. Chapter 2 contains the study
of the post manufacturing checkout requirements for the S-IVB, and Chapter 3
is the study of the IU under similar conditions. Both chapters list the
recommend_ions and conclusions reached by consideration of the indiv_dual
req_s of these stages. Chapter _ examines the desirability of the
actual mating of t_e stages for simulation of the orbital checkout con-
dltion. The fifth chapter presents a revt_ of the _equirements of section
7.10.3 of "Space Vehlcle Stage Aaal_is end Checkout C_Idellnes" sA_a at
Identlfyi_ those requirements applicable to an orbiting sy_.
4.0
Two parallel courses of attack were pursued in identifying greater detail
in the area between T4 and T6 of Figure 1.2. The first course assumes a
test configuration as presented in Figure 1.3. This configuration excludes
any hardline connections except as required for safety of equipment or test
personnel.
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As an initial point of depsrture the calmbility for a _ted IU (V) -
chec_v_t to be condncted remotely using nothing but on board csambLLtty
R.F. l_aks to the checkout station was emmflned. From this and knwl-
edee of the etatus of the S-ITS _ IU (V) _, fo_ successful
estab_ of the psrklng orblt end _uzt prior to deperture, an
of _le post _mufacturlng _ of individual _ Items c_ Figure
1.2 _ _ as well as a list of deficiencies of curren_
to ae_ +.he.se checks. A st=ly _ then made of the problems which
arose from _ that checkouts of the S-IVB and 11/_ght _e performed
se_ 8nd with stage simulators rather than in a mated configuration.
In _ the _-oml course of ac_on, the guldelt_ r_lulr_ts of
SR_I3 "Space Vehicle Stage Ansl_ts and CheckD_t _h__s",
Section 7.10.3 _ re_e_l ira by i_m to IdentLi_y those which ewe
co=pa_ble w_th a stage vhleh is fueled, pressurized, aria Ixmccesslble
except _ sn R.F. link, _ those which are highly d_s_bl_ even
though In_ospatlble with this eo_n. The results of thls revle,
were correl_ted with the fimdlngs from the first course to avDid o__r-
sights in the first set of filKliDgs add %0 provide a comple%e set of
requirements having m_or hardware impact for use in _ phases of this
contract effort.
In carrying out the first course of attack a ntmber of sts_/IU features
were considered. A_ong these are the wet and l_s_ conditions of
the S-IVB on orbit, the memory capabilities of the I_, both in the computer
_d on board tape re_orders, the m_ber of equivalent hszdllne p_ths be-
tween the S_IW _d IU, the possible e_e of _ S_I_ _d IU
m_S.
The effects of real time delays in signal transmission between an orbiting
vehicle and ground stations, and time limitations of ground stations access
to the orbiting assembly over R.F. links will be considered in later study
phases.
5-0 cO_HS ARD REO0_NS*
Conclusions and recommendations resulting from the study of post manufac-
turing test requirements of the S-IVB and IU stages are contained in Chapters
2 and 3 which discuss the studies conducted on those stages, and in Chapter
which is a study of the desirability of performing post manufacturing checkDut
on the mated stages. Listed below _re the major findings of these studies.
o A major consideration in validating orbital checkout capability
is verification of ground or lqJberne computer programs on which
decisions to commit to lunar injection are to be based.
o Immediate design consideration should be siren to the use of the
LVDC equipment for both the IU and S-IVB checkout.
o To implement the use of the LVDC as a checkout tool the s_stem
desi6n should permit data to be furnished to the LVDC via the
S-IVB and IU DDAS systems.
o Orbital checkout provisions would best be simulated and their
adequacy verified b_ checki_ them between first and second
burns of a multiple burn static firi_ of the S-IVB mated with
a flight I_.
Checkout data should be reduced in real time and evaluated prior
to initiation of second firing.
*Validity of some conclusions regarding manufacturing checkout has not been
fully established since not all S-IVB systems test requirements could be made
available for the study.
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Additional findings which substantiate or expend on the major findings are:
o _tion of S oIVB data into the IU through the _ system
will _a1_nce the efficiency of orbital checkout a_l permit ob-
increased confidence in the validity of on board cheekDut
f_m_tlcms prior to l_mch.
o Lack of plans to Inta_xluce flight XU to its assigned S-XVB prior
to final vehicle assembly seriously h_m_tcal_S the ability to
a d_le factory checkout of orbital checkDut routines and to
establish electro mastic compatibility of the 1_ and S-l_.
o The impact of these conclusions on the requirements for functional
simulation in the unmated checkout of both the IU and S-I_ led
to reco_ndations in each chapter, that a checkout in the _s_
condition be performed prior to delivery of the two stages to
the launch site.
o Orbital checkout of the current S-I_ will be essentially eq_Livalent to
current Ag_a practice _ud limited to the following areas :
Status of significant components such as valves and
relays to insure that the vehicle is in the desired
condition.
Evaluation in real time of engine performance during
first burn to establish specific i_se realized
during that phase.
Determination of expendable stores remaining to insure
sufficient on-board capanity for completing mission°
Operation of the engine glmballimg system to determine
its responses.
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o A check of orbital checkout _edures at the manufacturing site
will add little k_wled_ rmgsawling the ability of the stages to
be properly checked out on orbit since no propellants will have
been tanked and no engine operating envi_m_nts _po_d during
the total checkout seque_ve.
o _pere hour meters should be used to measure electrical consmnption
in addition to the present method of measuring line curr_t.
o A positive indication of the removal of the _ bias circuit should
be prvvtded by using the connection at the Propellant Uttllz_tion
Electronic As_ly (Ref. mc _g. La59353 Sheet _).
o Provisions should be made to perform in-fllght calibration each
time the orbiting telemetry transmi_ters are energized.
0 The orbital checkout of the S-ZVB can be accomplished from the
commands available to the S-I'VB from the IU.
o Determination of the current status of expendables, particular_v
propellants, is o_ of the most critical requirements of orbital
checkout and is also one which s in the current configuration, is not
performed in the moat satisfactory m_ner.
o The ascent tal_ recorder does m:rt have adequate capacity "to. cover on
orbit T/M transmission blind spots to assure detection of inter-
_tttent events.
o Barring provision of a star tracker or horizon sensor in the XU,
adequate reference for determining on orbit drift of platform axes
is not available except through comparison of ground computed
ephemeris with LVDC computed ephemeris.
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o No deficiencies in currently planned IU (V) factory checkout were
found except for the lack of adequate S-I_B/IU _DAS interface
verification. Though other shortcomings noted previously are a
matter of concern for orbital checkout, available information
on factory checkout does not indicate any impairment in factory
checkout arising from them.
o _hese conclusions _ rec_end_t-lons include the only areas in
which changes in post manufacturing checkDut are considered feas-
ible without a major change in vehicle design. In particular
the present design of mechanical systems and components do not
lend themselves to orbital _heckout other than statusing.
o Significant alterations in procedures only would violate existing
guidelines for checkout of assembled stages.
The recommendations embo_v the changes in system design and post manufac-
turing test philosophy which are permissible under the restraint of the
first phase of this study.
With the removal of the restraint of "only minor equipment changes permis-
sible in existing designs", Phase II will concern itself with recommendations
Among the areas to befor more extensive vehicle and ESE design changes.
studied are:
o
o
o
o
Improved methods of measuri,6 on board propellants.
Ymproved methods of measuring status of charge for storage batteries.
Methods of checkout of mechanical systems and components.
Development of a technique for the continuous evaluation of o_erational
systems and components in order to determine that s_stem degradation
has not degenerated to an unaccept_le level.
"i-i0
o Detail means for using LVDC in factory checkout of the S-IVB
as well as the IU.
o Necessity and/or desirability for "0" g simulation during post
manufacturing check of orbital checkout procedures.
o Adequacy of accuracy of current checkout equipment as regards
dynamic measurement.
The results of the above studies will probably be a recommendation for
redesign of equipment and systems to be used in orbiting vehicles in order
to facilitate checkout both in orbit au_ during the post manufacturing phase.
6.0 COMPARISON OF S-IVB/IU _ AG_NA
6.1 Orbital Checkout
A marked similiarity exists between the Agena and S-IVB/IU with regard to
orbital checkout. As Doted previously design of the vehicles precludes
exercising the assemblies for purposes of checkout with some exceptions.
These exceptions are prinmrily in areas of command sequencing and attitude
control. In even these instances restrictions will exist due to particular
mission operations or limitations of stores of consumables. Mechanical
systems and controis related to primary propulsion in both instances are
amenable only to status determination_ exceptp of course, when actually
performing in s11pport of a mission.
However, there is a significant difference between the Agene and the S-IVB/IU
assembly as regards complexity whlch can give rise to major orbital checkout
differences. Agena primary propulsion is a hypergolic_ boot strapped, passive
propellant mixture control system. Start and stop sequences are straight-
forward with integral sequence control. Inertial reference system is strap
down_ attitude is monitored by horizon sensors _ and on beard navigational
computations are m4n4m.l# us_ being restricted to increments of longl-
tudinal axis velocity. Preponderance of navigation functions performed are
L_mc_7_8_
in reslma_ to grom_ co_mm_ _ to ttatng, _tu_e, mzl veloci_r
t_ be _tn_l. IKffezcnces in orbital checkvut _ _ then, mot from
philo_l_tcal diffezcs_s in _ach, but r_0_r the greater co_lzxt_r
of s_/m _ma_.
6.2
_nufacturtug dWdmut of _ _ lfttle that cm be pecu_arl¥ _-
_cLst_l _th orbital _. _ _on via telemetry and
_mmm_l verLftcation sre the sole features requiring _ertfication in me_a-
fac_ checkout. _cept in instances of serlous ol_rational dtffl.cu.ltl.es
the _ies of orblt4L1 _ut have bad negllg_bJLe Ja_flum_ce on
mm_factmrtng checkout of _ _z_r, such status _tton aud
com_m_ vert_catton as i_ _ to orbital ol_ratto_ is _
of the an systems fltght _on tests, as _ as I_or
_ _ tests.
With regard _o comfi_ _ is a marked dLfference between Agama
snd the S-Im/IO x_nlch ifTect ma_ and efficiency of msmufacturlmg check-
out. _bere is not, on A_es_ a 1_ica1_ se1_le sts_ containL_
_1 autvlKlot conta_l_r in the mmse th_ the S-I_ a_l I_ are
sepea-eb_. _be bssle stage for _U_-y includes proZ_lslve, electrtesl
_t_orks. _n and attitude e_trol, _d telemetry in a single vehic_.
mmm_ctu_ checkout of _ m_tlc_ en_ses all f_
vh_ch could be realized if mmmf_ checkout of the S-IV_ _d ZU were
_nduc_l with stages mated. _ addition, any cal_iVe firing _ on
Agena is conducted w_th all flight nav_gatlon_ _m_amd area com*m_Ip
and telemetry systems on bomrd_ providing z_istic test conditions for
1-12
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There is as well a fundsmen%_l difference in approach between manufacturing
checkout of assembled Agenas and assembled Saturns. When Agena is completely
assembled manufacturing checkout tests tend to be end to end and loop checks
more often than is indicated to be the case by currently available Saturn doc-
umentation. This is so since heavy reliance is placed on results of earlier
tests conducted in the course of component and subsystem checks as well as
part of installation operations. Systems are so designed that if end to end
tests are unsuccessful, the level of stimulus and response can be carried to
that typical in Saturm.
Another difference in approach is that automation in Agena programs has ex-
tended but little into the field of test stimulus and control, mainly on ac-
count of configuration differences associated with the large variety of mis-
sions. On the other hand Agena programs are heavily committed to automatic
high speed data reduction to provide rapid post test analysis as well as
current test status. While time spans for vehicle checkout are by no means
very short, they are in major part paced by vehicle response capabilities.
On the other hand, Agena experience was that data recution required Undesir-
ably long times. Not infrequently two weeks or more were required to obtain
necessary reduced data from which further analysis and actions leading to
decision for positive release of the vehicle for transfer could be made. In
the interim the vehicle was. in suspense, withheld from any approved change
activity, occupying stors_e Space, if Dot actually tieing up a test bay, and,
if stored, requiring special provisions for environmental protection. With
this kind of experience the decision in Agena programs was to first automate
the data reduction processes_ reducing spans for reduction and easing the
1-13
analysis effort, and limit automated stimulus and control to relatively slow
punched paper tape drive through rel_y matrices. Future planning does include
increasing the degree of test control automation, but only when assurance
exists that it can be done eco_mically in the face of hi_l_ variable test
article .configuration.
Agena on orbit experience is quite useful in assessing orbital checkout con-
sideration for the S-IWB/IIJ assembl_. I_owever2 _r differences in test
article configurations and test equipment and approach, ten_, in general, to
limit a co_tive evaluation towa_ C/O im_roveaent.
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_ER 2
CHECKDUT OF _w_ S-IVB
1.0 CORULUSIORS AND REO0MM_mA_IOES
i.i Conclusions
i.I.i The design of the Saturn S-IVB, which has been defined as the
reference vehicle for the study (a), limits the amount of orbital checkout
that can be performed on the vehicle without mawr changes in vehicle equip-
ment. As a result orbital checkout.will be essentially equivalent to current
Agena practice and limited to the following areas:
o Status of significant components such as valves and relays
to insure that the vehicle is in the desired condition.
o Evaluation in real time of engine performance during first
burn to establish specific impulse realized during that phase.
o Determination of expendable stores remaining to insure suffi-
cient on-board capacity for completing mission.
o Operation of the engine gimballing system to detexmaine its
responses.
1.1.2 Validity of the checkout of orbital checkout procedures while
at the manufacturing site is we_ by inability to simulate boost and
orbital environments. During the l_ase of post manufacturing checkout
which includes a systems test_ all operable components are e_ercised 9
all measurement devices are calihratedp correct meas_nt/readout re-
lationships are verified, and system operation is evaluated. This is
an equivalent procedure to the prelaunch checkout of the launch vehicle
and is much more detailed. A slmulate_ boost and first burn is then
2-i
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lZr_med, f_ by the orbital chec]mut _ - but as no 1_o1__
have been tanked rex1 as no _ enviro=_=t_ _ been f_posed; t_e oal_
check ls of _ _ th_ _ the systems to the orbital coast a0de.
2.1.3 ImreMed _ _a orbttat cbec]m_ resatts _
t_ 1_e s_ o_ttal _ of the state ts I_-I_I fo_ 1_e
f_ of a mll_ ststt¢ test of both sts_ and engine. _be cbec_
1_m_ms mml imslm_mM_Im_tom for expendables wo_Ixl be verified as welX
as the abilit_ to _ system degradation due to engine ol_r_ioa.
1.X._ The rel_rt of Douglas on the _wluiremm_s for oz_tt_t _be_
of the S-ZIS (b) _ the _ _htcle s_s for orbit and also
11sts the flight telemetry available for checkout. The _on_1_sto_s a_l
z__Ist_Lons presented by _oW_1_ in 1_ts report are quite cO_L_e
a_1 are a_c_ for oz_tl_1 checkout. There are only two m where
changes are desirable:
o The use of on-board ampere hour meters will facilitate the
real tlme evaluation of state of charge of the batteries.
o There is _o positive indication of the e_In-tion of the
fuel bias circuit after first burn. This information is
to be deduced from the "Sm_L_ Polut _-ror" signal
l_tantla_ unless the 1_ activate signal has been given,
(Re_. ]]_C Ix_g. 1_93_3 S_eet _) the st_xt_s of the b_
ts mukucsm _ orbtt_l checkout.
i.i._ The orbital _ e_u be accomplished from the commands
avallabXe "to tt_ S-I"_ _ t_ _. _ _ which a_e _tted
t,_ ttm mrtt.ch _ sre coatata_ in Z]_.x 3.
2.2
1.1.6 Determination of the cureent status of expendables, particu-
larly propellants, is one of the most critical requirements of orbital
checkout and is also one which, in the current configuration_ is not per-
formed in the most satisfactory manner.
1.1.7 Validity of some conclusions reg_ manufacturing checkout
has not been fully established since not all S-X_B systems test requirements
could be made available for the st_1_.
1.2 Recommendations
1.2.1 Conditions for Validation of Orbital Checkout Procedures. It
is recommended that the orbital checkout procedures used with the S-lW be
validated as follows:
o Orbital checkout procedures should be performed on a stage which
is being subjected to a multiple start hot firing. The orbital
checkout procedures should be performed after each engine cutoff
and prior to restart. This checkout should he a_nducted with F_E
that is typical of that which will be used at the launch site and/ •
or down range stations during the actual orbital checkout. Equip-
ment and controls which are not typical of those to he used during
operations should be used as backup but should be elployed only to
ensure that ell safety requirements are met.
o All flight hardware should be installed for this checkout phase.
o Checkout data should be reduced in real time and evaluated prior
to initiation of second firing.
Telemetry calibration should be performed each time the orbiting
telemetry group is turned on.
2-3
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0 The flight ]L_ _:_ou3J_ be mated with the S-I'IrB.
The above recommendzt_1ons cow_ the _ l_OC_ Chat will l_ovlde
optimum results during factory checkout. C_eckmxt mi_mr less ideal con-
ditlons esn be performed. _ue results of the S-IV_ testing under con_ttloas
other them th_se proposed is discussed in _ sections. Chapter _ _s-
cusses tlm probers of interface eccluaClon if the IU m¢I S-I-VB are not
mated _ _lon of orbital checkout.
1.2.2
fo_:
o
Telemetry. The flight telemetry system should be modified as
A_ hour meters shou_ be used to measux_ electrical consumption
in 8g&ttion to the _ method of measuring line current.
o A Ix_Atlve imCieeClon of the removal of the LE2 bias circuit
shou]_ be provld_ by using the connection at the Propellant
Ut_n Electronic Assembl_ (Ref. DAC Dwg. IA59353 Sheet 4).
o Provi_lons should be made to perform in-flight calibration each
time the orbiting telemetry transmitters are emergized.
1.2.3 Performance Evaluation. '_e "bo¢_ of this report shows the
desirability to develop in Phase II, a system for evaluation of the last
recorded performance of a system or component against a predicted normal
l_Tformsnce based on all available data as to initial value as modified
by a predicted degradation raCe. _hls pcocedure will, in effect, provide
confidence of the abLli_y of the i_ to opeca'tm 1Dl_pea']_7 during the next
operation. In order to _ this concept of c_, an extensive
test plan and a well orgsn_zed _ s_ors_e snd retrieval plan must be
u,_sc/A7468oo
2.1
The re_ for 1;be _ __ checkout of an 8reed)led _taOe
.re dle_m_d In _7 of "Spee _hi_te St_e _ ma Checkout
_. (c) _ _ Wst _U_ =e n_ (_ 7.5)-
Orbiqm.1. _ is _ with _ of _ _ objectives _ for
To detendne thst the sts_ has not deterlnr_d as a result of boost a_l
ftr_ brim; a=1 to wd/dste t_e fmetlo_1 _1_11tles of t_om s:mi_m
vhi_h _,11 be z_lulrea to opera_ emrl-_ the remdader of t_e _.
mint be added. _ ob_m of th, _ of ']_o]par vehlcl_
condit'lcm fo_ 4,,,4t£ation of ameoml 'Immt.
O_oital _ is unique in tb_ it _t _ lfl_ce md_r the fl_.Xovt.ng
coz_l.l.ttmm:
0 _e _ must be cc_t_ vithin the _tations of R.F.
commm_cat£mm vtth the M_ eXeel_ for the IMM on-board
:provision for storw_ of _ ma _. _
i_ also be s_al/sb]_ _ _ _ _ in s_ Apollo mission.
n_sc_7_8_
_e on-bo_d commnds available from the Satm-n IU throush the
s_ltch selector system are listed in A_ 3.
o _e _ m_t be _ oa a st_e ahich Is fuated,
_Q_m-L_d_ _ _rlCh aom e_d]_a¢ e_ 8c¢t_1.7 oper-
aCConsl or _l_Leh _ be kept _Jt an f_tate _
eonCtC:ton.
o Ener_ ex_e_ dart_ checkout _LLt not be mmt.lab]e dm¢_
Douglsm _ _ has Imbllsbed a s_ ma the x_ for
orbi_ checknu¢of the so_. (b) This _ env_saom n_ttorlz_ the
status or several Zey l_rmeters _ ezerclslng ozd.V t_ _ slm,i_
s3_b_. 'J_ue oonc]nsions were based on certain gromsd rules (Table
are also _ tn '1'able 2.1.
IaSC_7_8_
Ae
2.1 (_'D)
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_ree test objectives for orbital checkout hsee been listed in a
_. Post m=nf_ eheeh_ _ designed to _as_e the
ee_ of these thnee ob_w_ emit be aefima uniq_ly wttbo_
eQ__ the conditions un_r which the checkout occurs.
could be:
o.
b.
_ese eon_th_
Betmm first and seec_ burns of a cspttve firing.
Betmm _ and ccqale_ drain of a co3.d-__ov o_ton.
c. After the vehicle has been roved from the ca;_ive test stud
b=t before it has been a_ehea 1_ nonml w_.
e. _ the vehicle h_ ie_t ttm _ for ftatic test.
_e conditi_ described in a. above hM mm_ _az_es. It most near]_
dupltestes the emtttlons of orbital _; tt perform _ on
ecL_1_=t th_ has been s'_;,_'t_ t_o the _ and meh_tcal stres_s
a_so_ta_xl _.t_ _ _; a ebeeko_ of some ae_ee aeter
v_Ll be _ it' a m3.tttm_ _ _ _, 1;bez_rore_ the o_tta3.
last _ _a_a can be um_ _or flawt burn performmce _. _he
m_or _ of thts --de of Ol_r_tton is that the proper e_tlment
(_er _a _ _o,na _mtt_m) _ not be _ at t_e site, _a
the vehicle _ not be Ln__.
Performi_ orbital _ _ a cold f]_ rum _1 evalnste the l_rO-
_ sy_r_e$ bet the Ma.lmems mmoei_ _eitb engine
are not _a.e-'oent. Flt_t sequencing aeeo_pau_n_ cold fl_ would
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Cbecknt of a vehicle of_mr cz_t_e test b_t before con_ct_a of nomal
ESB _ sb_ the mbili_ of a R.F. lXnk _o evalm_ ful_ _e _ of
f_t burn _m on t_e _l_ent _hich _m _ during c_t_e test.
Zkmever, th_ _ of checkout _l mot _ t_ FmlmlX_t UtilXza-
t_m Unit, mar _ it be too _ve _f the cs_ve test vehicle does
not _e a _ c__t of fZ_h_ t_e _lme_. _ rmov_ t_e
vehicle from the test mmmt the statm of the vehicle _ be _cm_l_
a_tered so _mt tem_tng miner these _ttmm is coeqalete_ _eal.
Waiting for zerml _ e_l cbeckmrt _m_ mo virtue that is not at_ibet_le
to _ or mor_ of the o_me_ method_ of cbeckou_ except _ _d
• hst before the w_tcle _ _ released all flight _lment
vlllbeonbos_. _, lt__, _t _ _m_ugtbeesr_
_orttcas c_ a _ate_e _ th_ 4_ts w_U be the _ _ vhleh the
or_tal _ _ c_ _ _ _t be _on_ncted. _ _ht
Performing a simulated orbitsX checkout during the post mm_fs_twing
check0_ of the _tcle _ to a static test has no l_rticul_ sd-
_ it _ follow the sue procedure ms the Imst static test.
_--_0
The _ at this time m_ be of less val_ then a similar one after
static _ and _ _ to shi_ from the rac_c_ as all s_s1_ms
m_ not be _ for the sta_c test. -
2.3 _,_ _ .o._,.i't_L
o_ need "to be ebeekeS, out. As 8eft_ned by D/_ these m_e:
o PropULsion System
o En_ne O_bal S_em
o E/ectr_eal S_tem
To these sho_3zl be adSed the instl__tion systems.
2.3.1 Ob_ctiw_ _ Checkout of Protm_sion System. _e propalsion
system is the mmtn syebem af concern _ orbital checkout. It has
to _._e=t _ _ (s) _ _ _o_.i_ o_It =_ _en _ut-
•own. Before the second olmr_tion of this stage the fol_r_ia_ things must
be determined:
o Actual performm_ce of _ engine during first burn
o Pro_e_-ts left on board vs propellants required to
contln_e mission
o Engine controls In a restart conflg_tlc_
o Pressurizatim_ _ on
In addition the follm_ng information wou]_ be desirable before c_m_ittlng
the vehicle to the transfer orbit:
o Full operability of essential valves
o _nte_It_ of plumblng
o Proper ol_rs_ of _
0 Proper __ i_ utilization slmtm_,
°D_ _ the limiting of orbital checkout _ the four t_ listed
as =mint u. Their method of dolng this md the i_lics_lon of their _e-
ciston on the mmmfsctnrtng test sequmce will be dtscmmed later. For
the other lZxmeters, _ is ss_Lsfled to Emitor valve lzmition and ac-
ceap¢; xurestsrteJ .i.i.l.c1 a ca ,e, a c dr u+.xLl.i.-
zat:ton
Of the four =rarest N conditioms, two will present no _ problems during
stem _ or will 8dd Do req_ttremen_ for extensive provisions for
for flight st_-lmnu. The "Engine _ signal on both hsrdline end T_
_sion _ ESK _ establish that all _ conditions have been
established on the _ eon4_l system including the proper recharging of
the _ _nk. The saint of pressurization fluids _ on board
be estsbllshed by Iressure/temperature relationships in the storage
spheres. There are sufficient TIM signals to satisfy this requirement for
s_ checkout, in sdditlon hnrd/ine backup circuits will establish the
validity of the TIM slg.als.
2.3.2 5_e establishment of first burn performance is most essential.
Two methods have been proposed in the DAC checkout paper.
0
0
C_Iculatlon of performance from tracking data
Calculation of performance, from propellant mass flow,
pressure_ and _ information
Both of these methods require the use of a ground computer for real time
data reduction. The programming of the computers which are based at EHC
8nd offer track_ stations ms_ not be validated directly during factory
checkout; however, simulation of the origination, conditioning and +__-_n_tm-
mission of the dm_ required fo_ these computations csn be performed for
o .
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_ ttmmt m_ lz_ __t_ c.m t_ tvma_d_ t_ a _ _m
boost traJeetm_ and orbit iasertton _sta to _ a tbeo_cal orbital
position. _e use of thin theo_ Orbit posittma, the real time analysis
of first _ l_ez_o_e J_ _ by memmm-e__ _ters, and
the _ of pro_ _ _ tbo_ _est the ab_
of the S_mmg _ rag/or tm_ _ to ec_tm studeom_mre t_e t_o som_es
of _ d_ap _ _ _ _ _ for _Lsston
co_ZO_t,h_ md to make a_ d_els/ma _m_ _m _ cs/eu1_ions.
_e I_ or m 1_ s_ vith M_ cs_bt_t_es will have to be _ of
the test _nfl_urmtton if _is m_m of checkout is used _d the LVDCis
uate t_e engine per_orm_ne are listed in Table 2.2.
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2.2
P_
_CA_CB
_.._rt C_mber l_,eeumz.e
OmiaizeT _ _ _.ess_.e
D-1
D-_
D-3
C-1
F_2
F_
FLI_ SDEn_ LI_D_
•t-s szr tn c.m  s za. sz
Pitch Actuator Position
Ys_ Actm_or Position
(]_-i
2.3.3 Checkout m_er emm]ttloms of lmmt captive te_t back _t the
factory can evaluate om3_ the effects of the v£_ emil _ of
the first bura env_mment have upon the vehicle component. _e _ety
requirements for moving the vehicle from the test stand to the cl_
area will certainly not leave the vehicle system in a "re_ condition
for secon_ burn, so evaluation of valve and s_it ch positions will be
_ean_s.
If no engine l_rforNs_e data is available from static firings, t_ engine
l_rformmce data mwt be sima_ted as yell as flight data. The si_nlated
data will have to be cooa_M_ed so that logical go or no-_o declsi_s can
2-I_
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2.3._ Whether tlm aom-ee of t_ engim/staSe performaee data
slmalated entlrel_ or is _eri_1 in psrt frou ea_tl_e test data, the
reln_sentlng the _ _tatlon will be r_l_xed to l_rform
the fo_ tasks._
o c..__ ,,,-_ _ totaa. _t, se _ to
mission
o Calculate ednim_ pro_ avatlable for mission
co_let_n
o C_ mtnimm engine lmrfommaee from first burn data
o Caleula_ mtaztmm total impalse left based on worst on
worst calculations
o Provt_e l_oper _o no-g0 decisions with reference to these
and indicate margin (deficit)
2.3.5 Other systems and subsystems associated with the propulsion
system must also be checked out. Status monitoring of key comt_nents is
all that DAC recommends for orbital checkout. However, %o the extent that
these systems have been operated in the first burn phase_ past performance
data will be available from telemetry. Operational effectiveness of these
systems can be evaluaf_d by comparing actual performance to predicted per-
formance. For instance_ a valve, even though only two position (completely
open or completely closed) might be evaluated in terms of transit time
between open aria closed states durfng fLrst burn cycling. _ even though
the valve is found to be in the proper "statms" during orbital checkout;
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further information as to its performance vouJ_ be _si.lable. All
of cbe_ mint be used to _11sh normal Ol_Z-a_tonal l_Z-aweCers for
systems and comlx_mCs. The am_or tasks in ssse_]=L_ this information
are:
o An extensive test _ beginning with factory acceptance
tests sad tnrlTKttn_ such enviroDBe_ts as ate not destructive.
The data secured will be used to establish performauce norms
and acceptable deviations. This Informatlon will then be
used for g_ no-@o decisions.
o Ac_ identification of test da_a with the item under test.
o A system for rspid aD1 accusrte collation, evaluation and
dissemination of test information.
Becsnse of the limitations of the grouDd rules established, full imple-
mentation of this technique m_7 be impossible because of the lack of nec-
esss_y instrumentation on the curr_t flight vehicle. However, imple-
mentation of the gromll test program an_ data hs_dling methods should be
incorporated into existing programs as rapidly as possible.
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2.S
IDX Vent mz:l Relief Valwe
I_ Vent Belief Valve
IDX _ Shutoff Valve
Le_ _o_ _u_ v_
Fuel Directional Control V_ve
_v_ Ve_c Verve
Ambient Helium Stor_e Pres_m_
He Pres_n Sphere Te_er_mn'e
Fuel Vent Valve Pressurization Sutq_
Fuel 1_smk Ul.lage Pressure
Ambient _ellum StoraEe Pressure
Oxidizer Tank Ullage l_-emsore
COI_) H_,I_M
Cold He_m Storage Pressure
Cold _ Storsge Temperature
NAIN TAI_ _
IDX Tank Pressure
LH2 Tank Pressure
J-2 ]_GIHE SUE_ST]_4
Re_, sternal
_2 Chilldown _ter
_OX _ Flowmeter
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(K.._; K-16)
(K-I_ K-17)
(K-109; K-n0)
(K-U.1, K-n2)
(K-n_)
(Sot ia_:_le_)
(D.._)
(c.._o_)
(D--21)
(D-2O_D-_)
(D-,_)
(K-12)
(F-5)
(F-_)
°2.3.6 In all of these parameters, factory checkout beyona countdown
and simulated flight will mot be meaningful, unless the checkout or orbital
parameters is conducted between static firlng. The various transducers will
be callbra_ during the counfxlown phase s_d f_e connectious to "the proper
telemetry c_ will be verified. Further investigation after a simulated
flight will yield little additional data. 0nly valve status as commanded by
the flight sequencer and/or IU cowmand unit need be checked to verify the
programs developed for _ units.
2._ Attitude Control System
The attitude contTol subsystem will be active during the coast phase. Eval-
uation of its performance will be part of the overall attitude control system
including the sensing and commsxKl components. During post manufacturing
checkout of the engine portion of the attitude control system mounted on
the S-IVB vehicle, all transducers, valves, propellant and oxidizer storage
spheres _;ill be checked out at the time of countdown° No additional infor-
mation would be gained by performing additional checks during the simulated
orbital phase unless it was conducted between static firings. If the check-
out is conducted at that time, actual thrust response to IU commands can be
evaluated by test stand instrumentation. How_ver_ +_h_ potenti_l sensitivity
of on orbit limit cycling ph_nomeno-_ to _ppar_n%!y minor changes in componen+_
gains _nd acc_Iracy may require inc[_e_sed p_ci_ion i_- factor7 checkout of
those components involved in th9 aqi_itud_ con_oi loop. A_alysis of this
problem in depth could not be carri?d on in Phas% !. I:_ will b_ _n appropriate
part of +,he Phase !I analysis of checkout ftuqctions assigna_ti_ to the LVDC.
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_be objectives in check_ the Engine Gimbsl System while in orbit are:
o To ensure the mechanical integrlty of the system
o To ensure sufficient operating floids _ tn the system
o To eval_mCe the dyns_c resl_ouse of the
The a_tcal i_tegrlty of the system and the m_t of operati_ fluids
axe determined by l_essure and temperature readiu_. Dynm_c response can
be evaluated by programmed commands from the I0 with the glmbal movement
being _ from telemetry signals. The _t of dynamic testing to
be done in orbit is a functlon of the smom_t of stored e_ergy that can
be ¢rpended in e_ecuting the tests.
The factory checkout of the orbltlng checkout phase of the _abal system
is subject to limitations similar to tholm found in the checkout of the
propulsion system. The system will be thoroughly checked out during the
l_ion _ cotmtdowm phases of elther a hot firing or a sienclated
ftrlng. The ability of the selected parmmeters to give the deslxed status
informsfJ_n can be tborot_ evaltucted in conjunction with a static firing.
If the checkout of orbitlng checkout procodures is performed on_ after a
slmnlated flight, _o additional information will be gained by the artifi-
cial stlamlation of transducers or the ftu_d_¢ exercising of the actuator
system.
2.6 Electrical S_stem
The objectives of orbital checkout of the Electrical System are:
o To evaluate the state of charge left in the batteries
o TO ensure that the status of all circuits is as required
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by orbt_
o To ensure that b_ temperatures are _i_n o1_'a_ng limits
o To evaluate the _n_z_;r_ of the electrical busses
The orbital checkout of the electrical system differs sreat_ from the
normal _ost _z_facturi_ checknut becsnse it is not necessary to verify
connection to ESE, replacement of connectors removed for test purposes
and incorrect vlrlag which _ _ equil_ent, as all of these will
have been accomplished prior to launch. The orbital checkDut will be
used to establish the smount of energy left in batteries, the proper
switching of circuits and d_A_tion of gross circuit to ciruuit to ground
fsults. T_e _rmal _ information _ for the S-IVB is satis-
factory for orbital checkout except for the m_st important f_nctlon - es-
tablishing the level of chsr_ left in stora@e batteries. T_e present
method assumes a given ampere hour charge at Is_ and _onitors bus
current drain. _e _ data then is integrated at the ground station
and the Sml_re hours re=aini_ are computed.
associated with this procedure.
o
o
o
are three basic l_oble_
assumed initial charge _s_ be In error
Loss of TIN data _s_ make data reduction grossly inaccurate
The integrating and co_puti_ process is tlme consuming
There is no practical method, in the present state-of-the-art to determine
the state of charge of a silver zinc battery, so the first problem cannot
be eliminated. Howeverj flight type ampere hour meters are available with
digital readout. Substitution of this for the shunt now used will permit
transmission of the totalized data. Loss of data because of temporary
failure of _ transmission will _t be a factor as total ampere hours
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consumed will be trsns_tted as soon as the R.F. Cheen_l is working
normally. All tnf_ti_ and _tionsl x_uirem_ts _ be
_ted thus reducing the problma of real time data reduction. The
post msnufa_rlng checkout of _ elect:_.cal system _ more mear:l,lv
s_l_'oach orbital e_ _ any others, ._evenif _ _- a _-
envir_ent. Actual electrical _ _ _ co--ions will
be very close to that "tobe experienced due to boost and orbital operation.
Switching programs, _ they are stored or in _ to actual or
s_ stinmli can be _. Also any e_lfunction due to _(I
or tncom_tible ol0e_ modes during orbit and second burn may be
discovered snd eli_na_.
to be checked in the Electrical System are listed in Table 2._.
Current Forward Batteries _I & _ or s_pere hours
Temperature Forward Batteries #I &
Current Aft Batteries #I & _ or ampere hours
Temperature Aft Batteries #1 &
( 19; x-2o)
(c-10z; 0-io3)
(c-zo ;c-zo5 )
2.7 Telemetr_ and Xns_tation Requirements
During orbital checkout the instrumentation and telemetry system will be
actively employed in data collection aud transmission. Provisions are
available for in_fllght calibration of all channels. In-flight calibration
is presently commanded approximately 400 seconds before _ S-IVB separation
and again _ust _bsequent to second burn cutoff. As flight calibration can
be commanded through the IU and switch selector circuits 62 aud 64, it is
reco_me_d that it be repeated each time the orbital transmitter group is
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Wor_3_v the _ mmf_-ag c_nwt of a fl_t _e _ oz_
the tndivid_l st_e itself. Sttsuli or signal res_nse which, in flight,
are _uc_-_ by otJ_r _mLtgtrts_es are Z_x-ni_ by _px-i_rbe
"si_rs". For c_ of the S-M assigned to an orbital .dssion_
this sienlatlcm ms_ mot be sat"Asfactory for the XU. In Section 2.3.2
the use of the L_E was suggested to perfora the cc_utatlons required
to evalua_ first _ pe_formsnce. In their relxn_ on orbital checkoutp
DaC sug_ that the c_bltal checknut l_a_eters be transferred to the
IU P_ sy_mm becm_ of its DRY cs__. Confidence in the factory
checkout of _he S-I_ wuld be enh_ slgnlflcs_ if it were conducted
in con_.nctloa with the IU assigned for the flight as the debugging of the
critical co._micatious and control interface could be performed at this
time rather _ _t the _ site. A _re detailed study of the deslr-
ability of matlng the XU for che_ is _ in Chapter _.
Systems involved in orbital checkout can be e_erclsed by comm_sds ori_
in the IU emd l_SSi_g _n_ugh the switch selector. The co_ available
by this process are listed in Appendix 3.
2.9 S_ - Post Manufacturin_ Checkout Requirements
Normal post manufacturing checkout conforming to the requirements contained
in document "Space Vehicle Stage Analysis s_d _km_xt" (SR-g_KL-6_-I3) are
all inclusive snd are suffi_ _ _ co_f_ that all systems would
2_
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opermbe properly if _o further m_Lfications were Incorporated or _egrad_
environments were _. Orbital checkout procedures will be deaigDed
to ensure contlnged confl_mce in these systems belng Ol_rable after the
sta_ has been assembled into the lsmm_ vehicle and boosted Into orbit.
It follows that any c_ In re_alrememts for post mam_t_L-tm_e_ check-
out of a sta_ de_l_l for _ orbitlng mission _ be llmlt_l to estab-
llshl_ the _lIEl_y of the orbital checkout procedures. _e reeom_da-
tlo mm sna conclusions listed e_ove are the design end test changes that
are feasible to accomplish these revised requirements under the constralnt
modifications of existing vehicle deslgn be limited only to _r
items. In particular, mechanical components and equil_ent are not con-
ducive to orbltal checkout wlthout ms,or redesign.
3.0 AI_AS OF S9_ PHASE IX
3-1 Orbital Checkout
While Phase I of this study limited the vehicle to a current S-I_B with
only minor changes permitted_ Phase IX offers additional considerations;
a major redeslgn of the vehicle to increase the value of orbital checkout
and/or the l_e_ce of _m Orbital Xa_nch Facili_ (Oil) for checkou%
limited maintenance_ and replacement of exile stores. Although the
analysis of the Phase I l_roble_ has not iaentified all of the problems to
be investigated during Phase IX, some very important areas have been defined.
a. Propellant Utilization
One of the mawr deficiencies developed in the Phase I study is the
ins_ilit_ to determine accurately the mass of pro_ left on board prior
to post orbiting operations. The development of a measuring device which
will achieve this purpose will greatly enhance the value of the orbital
z_3
checkout in the _semce of ,m OIAr and. will be absolute]_r meces_ to con-
trol fuel trmmfer if an O_ is provided.
b. Elecl_cal
useof storage t_z_es ms a l_Ime source of pom_r in advanceg
vehicles is qumrtA_ble. _mcove_y of solar energy or the _tom of
nuclemr emez1_ vLI.T be required in order to su_ort the lom_r mission li_
of _ vehlcles. _m_-_er, batteries ms_ still be retained as emmrgency
sts_ sources. _ the _ acid batteries used in _biles there
is no easy test for an _3_I_-e bat_ correslDmdimg to a specific gravity
test. Deve3_ms_ of a s%ate-of-chsrge device would permit evaluation of
batteries used for _ so that tlne1_ replacemm_ by the OLF would be
possible.
c. Xechan caXO onal F pmm 
Checkout of mechanical operational equilzsent such as valves, mechan-
ical sensors, and hydraulic or pneumatic eqUil_men_ is an area which is fertile
for development in order to achieve suitable orbital checkout techniques.
Mam_ of these camm_t be checked after izunch as long a s propellants smzl other
operational fluids are on board. Time and energy considerations will probably
rule out detanking an orbiting vehicle in order to perform a checkout by the
OLF, so some technique for performing this checkout with propellants abosrd
must be developed. In Section 2 it was suggested that a band of acceptable
dynsmic responses could be established by extensive comp_nent testing. The
dynamic operational parameters measured at countdown, during launch, and
during orbit injection could be evaluated against each other and to the
acceptable operational bsm_ in order to establish performance evaluation.
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d. _e use of the Y_nch Vehi_e D_t_ Computer (LVDC)
LVDC abosrd the XU offers opportm_ty to reduce the problen
of co_uaicstions _ the orbiting vehicle snd ground ststtons.
be &me by _ it to lmrfom ome or more of the following tasks:
o coaw_Bt_on of e._L.e _rf_
o _ton of 1_'o_
o _on of _
o 1_1_ eo_m_ssfon of _
A s_ will be merle to _ the c_ili_y and desirability of the
L_IE _ _ _ of these _lltlo--I tasks. As a collateral st-tzly
the loglstlcal i_pllcatlon of prov1_tug the assi_ed rl_ght IU in place of
an XU slm_xr will be investigated if the LVDC is to be used for assistiz_
in orbital checkout.
3.2 z_ _r_._ c_-o_ut
The post _emf_ checkout of advanced orbital vehicles will be based
on solution" to the prol01ess raised above as well as to the problems brought
out in Phs_e I. Phase XI of this study will concern itself with the fol_
o Develope_nt in gre_ter detail the need for complef_ historical
trace of critical parameters
o Data storage and retrieval requirements to facilitate the
contint_s trend _on of successive test phases
o Design of co_l_ents and transducers to f_cilitate checkout
under limitations i_posed by the orbiting enviro_nent
o Teclmiq_es to s_l_te tbo_ _ found _ boost
phase s_ _n orbt_ vhich are not premnt at the factory
_3
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b. The IU and S-IVS should be mated durlmg factory checkDut. _is
and Item 1.2.a above will minimize the smommt of slmulmtlon required and
will evalua_ the L_mC, the IU sml the S-IB as a functional enti_y.
c. Orbital checkout of the ID should __ self-check of the LVIE
not _ as a prime control _ but also as a a_or _ chec_ut
tool. The use of self-checklng of the L_IIE would es-b_.Ltsh confidence in
the abill_ of the LVI_ to eondnet orbital eheekout.
d. A mesns should be provided to _ the accuracy of the atti-
tude position measurements. Ox'_ital ch_cko_ should have the facility to
de_ if drift has occured in the instrumentation rels_ to attitude
positions. The drift could tbea be corrected at the _ or as a
bias applied to the at-tirade _osition _s.
e. Platform acc_m_ outputs 8rid glmbal to1_ should be
available externally to the IU for processing to establish zero g s_
trajectory mechanics simulation.
f. Horizon sensors for Saturn V should include a means of heat
generation for orbital checkout of the sensors.
g. Use the tape recorder only to store "_-GO's" during orbital
blind spots rather than the actual value of the pars_eters. _is would
maximize the storage capacity of the tape recorder_ would minimize the
amount of data to be transmitted to a tracking station and would reduce
the ground data processing time required to evalu_fce the orbiting vehicle.
h. Install a digital tape recorder in the IU. The ascent tape recorder
presently used is an analog type with a recording time of 180 sec. It is
necessary that a digital recorder with a recording time of 30 minutes be
provided for use during orbital blind spots.
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i. The assignment of memory space in the LVDC should Incl_de pro-
vision for a _ of I0,000 bits for orbital checkout operations. _be
text of this mote details the manner by vhich this figure was _.
J. The XU _e_ system should be calibrated at least once
during each orbit.
2.0 E_IT _ CPEa_T
The present concept for post mmufacturf_ checkout is a series of tests
as shown in Figure 3.1. These tests rsnge from individual subsystem tests
to integrated systems tests such as the slmmlated plug drop _nd slmulated
flight tests. _be equipment reed to imrfo_m these tests are listed in
Table 3.1 It may be _tz_ t_a_ the Launch Vehicle Digital Co_ (LVDC)
is not utillzea 4. _m conduct of post mmmf_ checkout eumept during
the _ts made upcm i_-If.
_e checkout of the IU Inclm_les 210 parsmeters which form s part of the
List. (The llst for S-IIJ_ was used for this discussion. )
TABLE 3.1
_R_T _QunBirm
YOR
maUrAC mU (IU-9)
Launch ESE
Pneumatic Center
Networks Station
Navigation Test Station
Instrumentation & T/M Recorder Room
D_AS
S_l Dynamic Sinmlator (SIDe)
Stage Interface Test Set (SITS)
Accelerometer Tilt Stand Fixture
3-4
Rec Tracking
Syst IiI dwr ....
Rec Trn Hdwr
Rec
IU
Rec Antennas .....All Systems
ins tin-1
Rec Model
Ctrt C 0_mi_iit £_
Rec .P,_r Supply
Mech
Status Align
_EI e ct Pr e s s Ntwks
Status Funct Hookup
Test
Receive
_SX-.!_Z4...............
Measuring
..... Calib,
C/O RF Systerr_,,
IRF
Instr
:G_C Meas.
• Hookup Calib
_ RF Air
:_Sys t i3 r g
t : Flow
/
/
/
Ins trumentatio_
Guid.
Fit
Seq.
Receive Measuring
LVDC _. Calib. :
'Receive ' "
T
LVDA
/
t
% CI_I
• .4.,
& TM Tests
C_&C
Compat.
: Ctrl
Overall
Prep
For
Overall
EMC Teats
Meas
Calib
TM
Calib
Prep Prep
For For
Sim Plug Simul Eval. Weight
Drop, EMC Flight
RF Simul" _i Simul ,;'Cleanup
Compat Plu R Flight J
/
Drop Test /
EMC
/
/
/
/
Release
FIGURE 3-1 - Present Manufacturing Checkout,
IU Stage
Q
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One of the most im_rt_t phases of the IU checkout will occur in the stJm-
fated flight test, the last test in the sequence of Figure 3.1. The flight
profile i_elf will Imherentl_ _1_de provlsion for checkout of the stage
in orbit. In fact_ for the IU and the S-IVB, a major portion of the simu-
lated flight test presented in Figure 3.1 is a simalated orbital chee]m_t,
To determi_ what mmst be _co_lished by post manufacturing checkout of
orbital operations it is first of all necessary to establish the stat_s of
the sts_e in orbit. _e onl_ contact with the stage is by means of tracking
stations mindthe R.F. links. _ese links must be maintalmed operational in
order to interrogate the stage. This rules out on-off commmmds to check out
the R.F. systems. The integrity of the R.F. systems must be determimed by
other means, namely, overall stage response and data quality of a satis-
factory nature obtained by the gr_ stations. Pars_ related to the
R.F. systems, such as transmitter ixr_er output, will attest to the integrity
of the R.F. systems. The measurement system and data acquisition system
provides the strongest means of determining the status of the stage. A
review of the IP&C List indicates that monitoring of 70 psr_ters should
give a partial performance evaluation of the IU in orbit. These parameters
are listed in Table 3.2.
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3.2
,, L
Temperatsre 10
Pressure 5
Vibration & Strain 5
Flight Mechanics 6
Steering Control O_
Stabilized Platform 12
G_idance ll
R.F. & Telemetering 2
slgna s o
Misc. 0
Voltage, Current & l_cy 19
Checkout Program (Unkmown _*
* Steering controls will be monitored for the S-IVB amd will include pitch
and yaw positions and Delta I for pitch and ys_, _ parameters in total.
Before the LVDC is used for orbital checkout, a self-checkout should be
performed on the LVDC, using non-destructive readout of the memory. The
verification of this self-check should be accomplished by the LVDC and
the ground stations.
It should be noted that no provision presently exists in the IU instrumen-
tation for monitoring true attitude position. No provision is apparent for drift
compensation in attitude measurements. Also nothing is mentioned of frequency
of calibration of instrumentaticn channels.
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4.o V_CLE IN O_T STATOS
Prewlous par_ of this rel_rt have discussed _rious aspects of de-
the status of the stage in orbit. Despite this, the question
remains, does orbital checkout, as prese_t_v conceivable, accurately end
sufficiently describe a vehicle re_ for itwsr Inaction? It may be Doted
that the use of flight control, hydraulic I _ propulsion systems, etc.,
for orbital operations restricts the capability of exercising these systems
for checkout purposes. Because of these restrictions it follows that simu-
lation in _ost manufacturing checkout must give considerable emphasis to
duplicating the conditions of the stage in orbit. Simulation _hould be
as representative as possible of an orbital stage complete with fuel,
oxidizer, pressurization gases, valves open add closed and control systems
in the operational mode.
_.i The Function of the LVDC in Orbital Checkout
As previously mentioned, the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (L_DC) is not
used as a part of factory checkout other than to be checked itself. For
orbital chec1_ut, the LVDC can serve in major part as the test computer.
Assigned on-board checkout tests can be under computer program control.
This control would exist in two categories: (i) stored programs for moni-
toring type of operations to be performed on a continuous cyclic basis, and
(2) closed-loop tests to be conducted upon receipt of instructions via the
command link from ground. It is recommended that the LVDC be a part of the
test equipment for post manufacturing checkout. To do so will "close the
loop" for simulation or orbital checkout, and perform the checkout most
mearly in true orbital mode. Any problems related to the use of the LVDC
as the orbital checkout coe_ will then arise e_d be resolved prior to
isamch.. For exss_, the eo_ l_c'ogrmm to control orbital checkout m_y
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oAt present it is mot possible to accuratel_ define the memory storage
requlremmrbs of orbital checkzm_ operations. For the IU checkout, the 70
will be in digital form, i0 bits Per word. For a momlnal v_Ime
plus high and low vales, a total of 70 x 30 or 2100 bits ere required for
data. It is mecesssry for the LVDC memory stors_e to also provide for
orbital checkout of the S-XVB which includes _ Instrmmem_ation psmmmei_s.
This then increases the storsge re_ by another 2220 bits, making
a total of _320 bits for IU and S-I_B data. This does not include the
memory space necessmry to store the orbital cl_ckxnrb program, nor the
capacity required for self-c_-_-g the co_mmte_. An estimate of the pr_-
grsmmlng required to process the checkout of Immlm_ment l_m_meters would
indicate the need for approximately i0 Instrmctlon words if the data was
processed as one group. Breaking the checkout routlme into several phase_,
interspersed with other computer functions would increase this to at least
20 instruction words of 13 bits each or 260 bi_.
For self-checklng the LVDC it is assmned that a _tal of 20 instructions
mmst be exercised a _ of 5 times each. _ will require I00 words
of 13 bits each, or 1300 bits. Data and comstsnts must be stored, so as-
smmlng 50 votes of I0 bits each, a total of 1300 l_:S 500, or 1800 bits are
requixw_ for self-checklng.
The total for parameter checking and self-checking requires the following
storage capacity:
Instrumentation Parameters
Processing Instructions
Self-checking
_0
26o
638obits
If broad assumptions are mmde for priority routines, ground control comnangs,
tape recorder control, etc., one c_a predict that mpproximately 200 s_Iditional
Imstructioms aze required, or 2600 bits. _ total then for orbital checkout
amd computer self-c_r_-_= will be of the order of i0,000 bits.
In sizimg the rm_alre_=nts of memory for the orbital checkout operation
consideration must be giv_m to the following:
a. The sequence in which instrumentation _ for I_ mud S-I_B
are processed s i.e., as one gro1_p, as two separate groups, or interspersed
with other LVI_ functions. It is estimated that approximately 7 milliseconds
will be required to self-check the LVDC and to check out the IU and S-IVB
in orbit. EveJx with a ssfety factor of two s_ed to this estimate, 14ms
_se_ts a short period of time relative to the contact time with a
tracking station. Hence_ it al_ears umm_cessary to split the orbital check-
out into subgroups other than to self-check the LVDC prior to other checkout.
b. Program instructions for switching between automatic cyclic chech-
outs conducted by the LVI_, and ground cosns_dmd routines directed to the
c. Program instructions for switching I_ tape recorder operations
during orbital blind spots and direct tr_m_ L_nm of checkout data to ground
stations.
d. Memory capacity requirements for self-checking the LVDC.
e. Storage requirements for the instrumentation parameters including
high and low values.
f. Interrupt or priority requirements related to ground commands, or
to checkout parameters found to be critical values by the LVDC.
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g. Potential use of a portion of the LTIE as a simulator of _ehicle
rigid bo_7 s%_Itude d_aamics for use in assessing response end recovery of
the attltu_e end control _ in the presence of attitude _es.
cozmept, vhlch ma_ Posslh_7 be as shown in Figure 3-3 will be smalyzed
in lqnme IX of the stu_ to assess its femsi_illty stag to determine _ry
stor_ _. m__ d th_.gb J _- the _iog_e_ (A_=Ux l)
contain information on this topic.
The pres_r_ _ry capaclty of the LVIE is 36,768 _ of 26 bits each.
Since it is not _ _ storage cs_eci_ is required for pre-lsunch
checkDu_, Ism_ch operations studthe flight profile it c_-nt be
wl,_t affect the orbits81 c_ has on eesory capacity. _ _, it does
not appesr to be severe from _ initial snslysls. If additional chec_Dut
tests were to be devised _ might o_ this conclusion ss well as having
slgniflcsnt affect on basic stage hardware. This area of s_J_y will be ex-
p_ded in Pha_ II of the s_.
_.2 Ta_e Recorder Operation
The tape recorder is us_ used in orbital flights to store instrumentation
data during blind spots when the vehicle is ou_ of reach of _ stations.
For Saturn V flights with the IU and S-I_B in orblt_ the tape recorder could
be used in two modes. The first would be to store data during orbital blind
spots. The second mode_ a reco_ndation of this technical mote, would be
to store checkout pars_eter "RO_O's", as _enerated by the LVDC 3 instead of
storing the actual _ of the psrmeter l_S_f. This wo_ maximize the
storage capacity of the tape recorder, _ouS_l minimize the a_ount of data to
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be in_nsEL_tmd to a tracking station sng would r_luce the gromxl time z_-
to ¢waluate the _oz-msnce of the orbiting vehicle. Most Slmme-
application tape recorders have 20 to 30 simute recorder cspability, _th
a _ at _ times recording _ed. For _ orbits, tmnkt_ station
contact time is _ to 1_e a total of 20_ or about 80 mi_u_es. This
reduces to be sl_roxims_ely 20 __ of time per orbit, leaving 70 minutes
of blind time per orbit. If one assumes 3 stations ms_ contact the vehicle
per orbit, 23 minutes of blind time will exist between stations. _his is
compatible with 30 minutes of recoxxling tlme_ and 5 to 7 minutes of station
contact time for I_-
A review of the characteristics of the ascent tape recorder in the IU indicates
that an snalog type is used snd it has a recording time of 180 set,ads.
This is insufficient for the bliml spots of orbital flights. A digital
recorder with at least 30 _ of recording time will be required for
orbitel checkout.
5.0 PRON_ AREAS IN SIMULATION OF ORBITAL CHECEDUT
5.1 Simulating Orbital Environmental Conditions
a. Zero g conditions - A stage in orbital operation will be experi-
encing zero g conditions, thereby posing the question of how does one simnlate
zero g in post manufacturing checkout area, or perhaps, does the zero g con-
dition need to be simulated. Along these lines is the question of how to
simulate operational checkout of accelerometers in such an environment. Post
manufacturing checkout for accelerometer operation should provide a means
of orienting the platform and accelerometers, one axis at a time_ in ordeT
to check the other axes at equiv_ zero g on sensitive sines. Alter_
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the outputs of the _celercmeters _ _e accessible to eheckDut test
equipment so that a l-g value could be subtracted in order to simulate
zero g conditions. A combination of both approaabes may be desirable.
in either case the stsmdard _ctory computations stored in the LVIE
for checkout will need to differ in significant s6pects from those stored
for orbital operatlons.
b. Horizon Sensor Operation - During orbital operations the horizon
sensors _ be detecting infrsred energy from the earth's surface. Lab-
oratory _ of equipment may be used in post mauufact_ring checkout to
verify _per operation of the horizon sensors. Horizon sensors of the
future ms_ be provided (for Saturn V) with thin wires or other thermal
referents for checking out the sensors during orbit. Their potential use
to vali_ platform indications generates 8dditional problems in the
slmulation.
c. Attitude Positions - _ae stage in orbit will assume an attitude
Ix_sition as prescribed by the mission profile. In addition, limit cycling
will occur which the LVDC and platform must deal with. This raises the
pro_Imm of simulating _ _t_le position statically and dynamically
_ manufacturing _. Provisions should be made to drive
the platform _lith the gyros free so that attitude positions and rates
can be simlulated_ and more precise in situ checks made of plat,form and
autopilot loop instrument channel accuracies.
d. Reactions from S_IVB Venting Cycles - The S-IVB is vented at
various times during orbital operations, and will produce minor acceler-
ations ms a result. The acceleration due to venting is calculated to be
lO "3 g and is directed along the thrust line of the vehicle. It may be
determined (at a future ds_e) that these reactions are sufficiently small
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so as to be ignored duri_ orbital _t_kout. If this should be true it
would be unnecessary to s_ the reactions during post _nnfacturing
checkout.
e. T_e _ closed loop simulation of these several features in
the factory _mment ImlmSes peculiar eomstral, zts on both the LVDC
and checkout ES_.
6.0 POST NAm3F_ _ OF _E IU WI_OT _E S-IVB
It has been discussed that simulation should represent the orbital stage
as nearly as possible. It is highly probable that the IU will undergo
factory checkout without the S-XVB. It is rec_ that the IU be
mated with the S-I_ for post manufacturing checkvut tests. The IU is
the control center for all of the sta@es of the Saturn V after llftoff
takes place. In order to fully evaluate the functional compatibility of
the IU and the S-IVB it is highly desirable that the checkDut of these
stages take place under mated conditions. No better simulation can be
provided than the use of the actual stage itself.
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A STt_f C[F I_a.l_wl_ TO HAVE _ XU
MA_ED WI_ S-IVB F0R FACTC_
1.o
2 and 3 _ reeomme_dati_ that the flt_t IU st_e be _-ted
to the S-IVB stage prier to final factory che_ of both st_es.
were based on the development of a plan for factory checkout of tlm S.IVB
which imcluded the following requirements:
o Use of the IU DDAS system for transmission of S-IVB parameters
to be used in Qrbltal _.
o Use of the LVDC fur on lime checkout, decision _ end control
of the orbiting stages auger data compression prtar to transmission
of data to _ cantrol.
o CoDducti_ the factoa7 checkout simulation of orbital checkout between
firings of a multiple flri_g static test.
In part, the recommeDdations state that "In order to fully evaluate the func_
tional compatibility of the IU and the S_IVB it is highly desirable that manu-
factur_ checkout of these stages take place under mated conditions. No better
simulation can be provided than the use of the actual stage itself".
This chapter is a study made to determine the desirability of the IU/S-IVB mating
for fa_ checkout under the assumption that only the first of the conditions
listed above is to be implemented, to weigh the gains to be made from this pro-
cedure against the penalties involved, and to make an appropriate recommendation
on this problem.
2o0 C_NCLUSIGES
The recommendation to mate the IU and the S-IVB during manufacturing checkout
is valid udder the limitations given in paragraph 1.0 of this chapter. However,
h-i
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the bem_ftts to be derived therefrom my be o_md_d by logistics and
scheduling problems.
The characteristics of the slgz_ls and voltage levels _leh l_SS through
the IO_IT_ interface, with exception of the _ train, are such thst
_eal sinulatlon for XU ch_ko_ _ be _ _ _eolplimhed
in an S-l_ memtitute mint. _ant_l frustums, meh as _ opera-
ttoms, ma_ be s_ by _ o_ with mzltable time _ for
f_ stgma_ to ve_nry that the _ evem_ have tamm_ place. In
the case of es_L=e actuators, either prototYl_S or flight com_nents could
be used in the stage substitute or _ substitute could i_clude an elec-
trical _ so tha_ st_mdm_l z_s]po_ I;o commmd6 mm_ be _ for
loop ckeeks.
A lethe pan_ty in _ a stage rabetltate wlJl be the inability to evaluate
the e_tc eolpatibility of the actual stages. An nddltto_al penalty
will be the abeence of true data transfer from the S-IVB to the ZU for checkout.
It is recoEnlzed that the _ penalty me_ be lessened by uslng a paper tape
proErom in the stage substltute to simulate data transfer from the S-IVB to
the IU. Nevertheless, the use of an S-IVB substitute unit in manufacturing
checkout will not be representative of orbital conditions.
With the exception of the DDAS link, requirements for simulation of IU functions
for S-IVB checkout are not so _ive as to warrant use of the IU instead of
special test equipment. However_ the DOAS link to the IU requires simulation
of the d_c i_pedance of the llnk termination in the IU. The termination
eatst be capable of providing a range of noise content, IU digital _ultiplezer
reference voltage level varlat_ions and synchronization perturbations which will
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permit assuring successful operation of S-IVB DDAS telemetry in the face
of such disturbances. And, of course, the reverse problem exists in assur-
ing that the IU telemetry system can tolerate perturbations arising from
S-IVB DDAS variatioms. Since the nature and severity of such problems has
historically been highly sensitive to electromagnetic tramamission paths
.:hieh involve the structure and equipment arrangements, electrical simulation
of the norml DDAS transmissions in the IU _ould not appear to be adequate
for S-IVB checkout. Nor -Jould strictly functional simnlation of S-IVB DIIAS
source impedance and signal content be satisfactory for IU checkout. For
these reasons physical mating of the S-IVB and IU during factory checkout
appears to be necessary.
There is an alternate course ho_ever. This involves use of a physical and
functional modkup of the S-IVB for IU check, and IU mockup for S-IVB check.
The S-IVB mockup _uld be similar to the one presently used by Douglas at
Huntington Beach, California. This would overcome most of the objections
cited for use of a stage substitute. Admittedly the nockup uould not be
identical to the S-IVB in every respect, but it _ould be more nearly re-
presentative of actual stage conditions than a stage substitute unit. A
nockt_ of the S-IVB "._uld permit IU manufacturing checkout to include evalua-
tion of the LVDC capability to perform orbital checkout, z_hich z_ght be diffi-
•cult _ith the u_e of an electrical stage substitute uxLit.
Both IU and S-IVB mockups _ould be subject to rigid configuration control.
Eqt_pment installed in them _Touldbe replaced periodically to assure continued
standard performance and to per_it necessary refurbishing and updating. More
than one set of critical fanctional equipment vould need to be assigned to such
_3
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a prugrse to uzdntatn sdequate resupply levels for noresl rotation end replace-
ment of fenlty equilment.
3.0_
i,ii,
It is asmmed that the transfer of _ dEta frca the S-IVB to 111_ be
accomplished throw_ either the _mote Digital _ti_ or _te Digital
Sub_nlti_ in the IU. Interleaving of this _ with other dl.£:[.tal data
o_ from the IU wlll require some modlc_m of synchronization between the
two systems or elee a _te buffer to accomplish the same ends. From the
dlgltal mnlti_ in the XU t_e data will be forwarded to IU _ assembly
for tz_mamlmd_n of the IU _ _ or _ Inlzx_ to the LVI_ for
orbital cheekon_ l_c_easlng. In the latter instance control of the DDAS is
accc_JJJ_d through the 1_I _ Interface Unit _er control from the
LVDAj in turn under control of the LVDC via PIO limes.
3.1 _ OF _BE IoU.
, i ,,ii
__ for _ac_m_ c3eclm_ of the IB ve_e reviewed end the
fo_ i_ were _ I. order to _ the r_mm_a_on re-
g_ _ of _e S-I_S --_ I_:
L _'trical Interface for I_/S-I_
2. _cal Sf.mlat_ lkqvCYmm_
3- S_IVB Data Trsnsfer to the LVIE
_. _ Co_atabLUt_
5. Alternate Beeo_euda_ion - an S-IVB )lbcku:p
6. Logistics
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I_r_ m_tal c_a_ data _ the S-I_ _ will be tr__
the _ vla the _ _tal __zr_ cr _ n_tal S_mm]_L-
p12xEr _Ja the ]0_. 1_r m_m_'aa_a_l_ @he@kout of the I0 t_ _ 8_r_Ltld_
f_r the _IVl m_t /melu_ l_vvJzham _ _ a-ta _. Simee _
cheekcut_ f_r the _mmDt _wlth th_s _ tm_ms_r,
(S_S). _o@t_mm1_om _ to _ is mot available at _ at _ wr2t_.
It is assumed that SI_ d_s mot _ data ec_parable to _-IVB _ms_z_s.
It is l_sible that a _ _ _ he add_l to SI_ to _ _
_th _W _. _ _ @o_d be e_e_ to _h_e _at_m /a
stttntew does not l_rmrt¢l_ _ data tmasfer from the 5-I_ to the Ill It v111
not; he lX_stble to _ the I_DC's abtl:lL't_' to control c_-htt;al _.
_e use of a _ sul_tLtute u_t ___d of the S-IVB l_clude_ the abillt_
to cheek the I_ an_ S-I_B far _NI ecmpat_bil_ty prl_r to asm_bl_ at
S_um C_r. _ f@_ _ eate_ory can be of major i_pact_ i_f_
as t_ m_r be by _ differences bet_:een IU and S-IVB as re_ to frame
ra_e s _ voltage levels, noime _ an_ e]_d_e_Le _lon
through structure as well as wires.
An alterma_ al_ch to _ @_t c_ _ ]_ w_thou_ the S-IVB
is to usea_ockup of_he_-l_B _ woul_be_i_sr__ a_
Douglas in _tiagCoa Beach. Flight ty_e _ would be used la a
figuration representative _ cable _ in the _-I_B. Co_po_e_ mot laclude_
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in the mockup, such as the ez_, wuuld be llmulatm_l by bgack homes to accept
input sigmals and generate suit_le c_. _be mock_ would pr_ actual
llne a_'losd _mmlnatlans by the use at' flight _ ias_ of aum_
load= as in a stage substitute. _he cable aag haraess routing _
a rather accurate rel_sentatiom of st_ _ ang _ facilitate
evaluation.
3._.5 Logistics
The three concepts consldereg in this amm_Vsls, msmel_, a stage substitute
unit, a mock, aug mated _ re_ imcreesi_ difficult logistics
problems in the order listed.
3.2 @
In the a_ of m_ imterfs_e problem the desirabili_ of mat_
the IU with the S-IVB _ _ _t is a ftmc_on of the problems
of simulation of the el_cal i_ce e_ by not operatimg in
this fast, The _-I_B/_ e__R]. _ _[_ _R_:_ed of five co_mectors,
four of which far the most part have Identical commectars at the S-IV_S-II
interface to semd the sigmals to the -lower sty. _e basic problem in eheck-
o_t c_ these ecn_ee_rs and _bex'e_ee_ esbles can be divided into
parts, determination of the electrlesl lategrlty of the equipment and the
determination of _hether problems exist due to _ _ by the d_c
operation and lo_ding of _he lines. _he firs% part of this problem is essil_
met by impedance testi_ aug imsulation tests. The second half of the problem
is more difficult because v_ line loadings and impedance termimatiom must
be simulated. _ problem of achieving the necessary simulation in tlm a_
of the i_ will be the c_ part of the cl_ discussed. In additi_
problem of signal simulation for tho_e stinm_ _ntrolling the H-IVB wan be
ezamtaed.
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3.2.1 InteWatqe Co..ectorNo. 5
Intersta_ _r No. 5 covers one7 S-I_B pars_ters.
Xat. _ pitch and _ cc_mnd
_ pi_h and ys_ feedback signals
At_tu_ control commands
S-I_ control gyro and accelerometer slgnals
These 8r_-
The signals carried on these lines can be divided into four 8eneral categories :
(I) discrete step signals between 0 and 200 milliamperes associated _th the
operation of the S-IVB attitude control nozzles, (2) analogue ccmus_l signals
of 50 milliamperes peak associated with the main engine controls, (3) analogue
sense slgm_Is of 50 mlcrosmper_ peak associated wlth engine control feedback
si_Is, and (4) analogue _nse signals of approximately 200 m_eroamperes
maximma which are the control _ and aceelerometer OUtlmts. _e test ob-
Jective for _c checkout of these lines is to determine if any um_anted
signals occur when the lines are terminated in their proper impedance and are
oper_tlng in normal modes. The_ requirements are eesLl_ achieved vlthout the
presence of the IU, by proper choice of terminatt_ impedances end voltage
sources for the lines. Use of a Control ComlmT_r or Control Co_ Simulator
will suffice for this Purl_se. Appropriate coward _eratton and return sig-
nal sensing for both normal end poise content cam be o_ straightfox_ardly
without recourse to special test equipment other than the Control
Simulator.
3.2.2 InterstaGe Connector No. 4
Interstage Connector No. _ carries lines connected _yith the s_;itch selector.
There are 26 lines passing through "the S-IVB to the lower stages. Twen_¥_two
of these lines have T's going to the S-I_B switch selector and two of each of
• °
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the remaimimg tendmate _m the S-II and S-IC stage. T. a_litiom there are
two mwltab select lines tma_Btlng tm the S-IVB switch se]Leetor.
lines _ on_ 28 _olt _/o_ t_e si_s. _ _r_ _ mo to
100o ohm. _,_ stage sel_t _ are eomtim_l_ te_mimtea, __
the stage Imp, but t_e _ are _ted _Llm_ o_ orm_e
stages ba_ been selee_xl. _tioml _out of the S-11m slm_ selector
can be ad__y acco_pllsbKl without the presence of the IU. Noise dines
not appear to be a factor in an_ of the circuits except for the posslbi_tty
of tlm gemaratlon of a /ar_e enough spike on a stage select llme to ]a_ the
associatml rel_y. No problems will be _ in _raltm4_lon of this pos-
sibility if the IU is _ lmresemt. C_r_tion of poise on the _ of
c_amec't._ _. 5 by ae'd.om ca "the li_ of _ No. _ can also be G_md.uated
without an IU being pre_, provided ade_ simulation of the Co_;ro]L _puter
is provi_ea oa the lines of connector No. 5.
3.2.3 _ _ ][o.3
Interst_e Co==_tor No. 3 _ t_e _U and S-IV_ in mineral _ si_mals
e_pltcable _ to _-II and S-It. _e exce_oss are _ car_ S-1V_
28 V power to the IU for timing purposes, a llme carrying 28 V _ t_e IU to
the S-IVB for similar p_, a llne from the S-IVB to the LVDC car_
rocket firing and vent request and a line carrying the S-I_B engine
cut-off command. The remaining functions at the S-IV_IU interface are analogue
signals representing outputs of the S-II control gyro and accelerometers, S-IC
and S-II engine cut-off signals, S-IC and S-II engine out signals, and S-IC and
S-II aft skirt separation signals.
All of the signals termlmating in the S-IVB are 28 V level discrete signals.
Signal simulation can be achieved by _i_ _e_ el_ures. _ _
_ea_ _ _ _ fru, _ S-_ c_a be e_aX,a_ea a_ _ ,a_e
LO
time, ram1 also _ oft/m _ tmz-_rlag _tsc_ete fram the otlm, staSm
be_. _ m'Te'_ of _ (_' t,be IU in t.bese _m vtll be
3.2.4
the _-Tr eml S-lC emglme _ eml tt_ _msoolated _. _o_
at _ are _ to m_r S-11rB eq_11mEn_. __ of maise on
lanes can be checked vith suitable tm.minat_cu mm_ at the interface
plugs mad _ of noise _ on the Limes by S-lVB equlpmen_ operation.
llo ]11 will be required far _ circuits.
32--5 _ Cmm_-.tmm- I). I
ii i lJl I
___. I au'rles 5 V ana_ _ s_I_nsls fro- t_ S-II
a_t _-E stages. _ are Ix) te_'_L_tiom in S-I_. _e l_Ima amsocia_d
_Ith @_e@_ of these ci_ Is similar to that of e_t8 moelated with
_ounec_r He. 2.
3.e.6 _ Link
illl
5_ams_Isalon of D_AS data from the S-IVB to the IU re_ extensive and
siemlmtl_ to _ssure _ in.tolmrsmee eomdttic_ om the IU termt.na-
t_s for the _tc_ _ _ not impair data tmmfer or the performance
of S-I_B tele_ or t_ a reuc_able class of fanlt8 an the termination _Ii
m_t &taab_e tim 8-I_ telemetry. _ slmnlation will be of _Ioas value if
e_@ _rs_mi_lon through the interface _ ar radiation
normal intervening space is precluded.
4.0 CO_USIC_
Mating of the IU and S-IVB for factory checkout is desirable to permit certifica-
tion at $_e e_ic compatibil_ty of the S-IVB and IU when the two are
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, |
/_'XEg CW SPACE _ _
AmU_I_IS AID _ G_wm_r._
sm-_13, "Spaee Vehlele St_e _is and Cm_ko_t mmme_"
Seettoa T.IO.3 _ _ to identify thou item _deh are ¢m_atib]_
_th a _ vhieh Is tmled n premuriz_l e_l i_mmible on orbLt .
exeept _ R. F. l_nk, and those _Leh are _ deslrable even
though Inecs_tlb_e _th this _t_oa. _e mmber of item that
are ec_t1_e are l_Lted due _mril_ to the fact that during coast
tl_ sta_ systems are em_mtlal_ in a statle _xxlttlon vhlch sb_ mot
be _ u_tl semmd _ is ialtL_t44. Nost of the ¢ompomm_ and sub-
systems that eoulg be _ tar eheek0ut without upsett/_ the status
of the stage are o0mtrolle_ by sequencers vhleh would also exerelme ecm-
/xmea_ _ _ vhleh _ upset the status of the stage.
_e ember of incompatible item that are considered high_ desirable are
lJt_ted because the supply of electrical power amd pressurants is l_dted
and mot x_pl_ee_ble. Under these limitations it _ generally felt that it
is bett_ in most /_stanees to _ the condttioms c@ the systems from
imf_ obtatmea _u_ng first burn and _tar/_ them _n stat_ eondi-
ticm m_b_ than usimg the expenm_es to _ the_
If _ eliet_/e_ po_r ami presmn_t_ vere cm boe_ aria tfm_e of the
aal _tem could be exere/sed in_ep_lemtl_, the results of
the ammt_s may be considerabl_ different.
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SR-QUAL-64-13, ST_.T_'_,_7.1o.3 At_IT
_i_ <_
Y = Yes
N = No
P = Partly
NA = Not AF_licable
Para-
graph
a.
b.
CQ
e°
fl
2.2
8.
b.
C.
3.2
a ¸.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
Compat'
ible
N
N
P
P
N
N
Y
N
N
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
N
Desir-
able
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
P
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Comments
Power Distribution
Eo GSE - Stage connections
Proper buss voltage would indicate but not positively
assure co_rect connection and buss resistance.
Complete sequencir_g could not be performed since
voltage should not be applied to all networks,
circuits and components of a stage in this configura-
tion. Buss current would give indication of correct
load for the configuration at time of measurement.
Same as c.
Will not be possible to disconnect from the busses
subsystems not being checked out.
Independence of busses cannot be positively determined.
Buss current measurement would give reasonable assur-
ance.
DDAS
Not possible to disconnect signal cables.
0nboard "hi-lo" calibrate signals can be used to
check this.
Pressure and Functional Tests
No connections will be disconnected.
No leak test solutions will be used.
Same as b.
No covers will be removed.
Same as a.
Systems are already pressurized.
source available.
No pressurization
NA
N
No means of detecting audible leakage.
Pressure "drop-off" is the only tests possible.
5-2
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Y = Yes
N = No
P = Partly
NA = Not Applicable
Pars- Compat- Des ir-
gr _ph ible able Co.me nt s
L
3.2 (Cont'd)
i. P
j. N
k. N
!. N
m. EA
n. N
o. NA
p. N
q. N
r. NA
s. P
3.3
3.3.2
a. N
b. N
c. N
Y
N
N
N
NA
N
NA
N
N
NA
Y
N
N
N
d. N N
3.4.2
a. N N
b. N N
c. N N
d. N N
e. N N
f. N N
g. N P
Pressure "drop-off" tests can be performed on the
pressurized systems except possibly the attitude
control subsystem which'willbe active during the
coast period. Some results maybe meaningless for
the propellant tankage where both boiloff and venting
may be occurring.
Same as f.
Same as g.
Same as f.
Repairs not plannedl
Tracer gases will not be used.
No systems will be "opened".
Systems pressure will not be increased during tests.
This will apply to flight gages and transducers.
No others will be used.
AC Heaters
Units _ill cycle automaticall_ to maintain set
temperature.
Current not monitored.
Pressure Switches
Systems will be static and cannot be cycled or
pressurized.
Same as a.
Same as a.
Same as a.
Same as a.
Same as a.
Probably can only be done by monitoring pressure
drop on pressurized systems.
• S
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TABLE 5 (Cont'd)
Y = Yes
N = No
P = Partly
_ = Not Applicable
Para- Compat- Desir-
rap h ible sble CoT_ments
3.5.2
a. thru h. N
3-6-2
a. thru f. N
3.7-2
a. thru e. N
3.8-2
a. thru f. N
3.9._
a. N
b. N
3.3_0.2
a. N
b.&c. N
3.1:.2
a., b.,
& c. N
3.12.2
a. thr_g. N
3.13.2
a. thruh. N
i. P
N
N
N
N
P
N
P
N
N
N
N
P
Control Fressure System
Systems are pressurized and/or static and cannot
be cycled.
Gas Generator Oxidizer and Fuel Control Valve Assemblies
System cannot be exercised to test.
Gas Generator_ Gas Turbine, Turbine Exhaust and
Tu_oopu_ Gearcase Test
Test not compatible with static system status.
Engine Control Systems Tests
Test not compatible with static system status.
Oxidizer Pressurization System
Pressure "drop-off" measurement on pressure container
is only test possible.
Engine Purge System
Pressure "drop-off" measurement on storage equipment
can be made.
Propellant Utilization
Oxidizer Tank and Combustion Chamber Test
High Pressure Spheres and Fuel Tanks
I! •
Pressure drop-off" of high pressure spheres can be
measured.
3.14-2
a. thru e. N
f. y
g. _h, _"
I
N
Y
N
Hydraulic Systems
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Tf_iE (Cont'd)
Y = Yes
N = No
P = Partly
_NA = Not Applicable
Para- Compat- Desir-
graph ib le able Com_ment s
4.2
a. thru e.
f.
g. thru J.
N N
N N
P Y
N N
P Y
b. P Y
C.
d.
e.
P
P
P
Y
P
P
f. Y Y
N N
P P
P
N
6.2
a.
b.
P
N
!nstr_ment Canister and Cooling System
Proper operation of system will be indicated by proper
temperatures.
General Network and Malfunction Tests
°
Properly received commands can be verified.
Measuring Subsystem
Sor,e of these measurements cannot be made due to
inability to exercise the subsystems.
Outputs can be returned to DDAS ground station via
telemetry for comparison with predicted values.
Csn be accomplished only to the extent of onboard
calibration signals. Environment cannot be changed.
Systems generally cannot be operated. Measurements
on static systems will give some information.
Telemetry Systems
Can be checked only to the extent that it can be
determined from signals received at the ground
station.
Same as b.
7.2
a. thrud
e.
N . N
P P
f.&g. N ' N
R.F. Systems
Transponders will be energized by output of transducers
and signal conditioners, input frequencies will not be
known.
•F
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Y : _es
N = No
P = Partly
!_ = Not Applicable
Pars- Compat- Desir-
graph ible able Comments
Engine Gimbsiiing System8.1.2
a.
b.
Y
P
Y
P
c. P Y
8.2.2
a. thru d.
8.3.2
a. b. &c.
8.4.2
a. b. &c.
9.2
a. thru g,
l0.2
a. thru d.
N N
N N
N N
N N
P P
Y Y
N N
Y Y
b.
e.
Movement cannot be observed. Position potentiometers
output will give indications.
Can be done to the extent of onboard transducers to
monitor these parameters.
Rate Gyro Assembly Tests
Control _ l_m_ "A ce__ ....... tar Tests
Auxiliary Control System Assemblies
Proper orientation of stage during coast will give
indication of proper functioning.
Steering Overall Tests
First burn performance and gimballing test of
Paragraph 8.1.2 _ould provide useful information.
R.F. Compatibility Test
Systems will be in an operating condition. Not all
systems can be operated and sequence will be deter-
mined by orbital coast monitoring requirements.
Interaction must be evaluated from signals received
on ground.
Electro Magnetic Compatibillty (EMC) Test
Possible if ground stations have monitoring equipment.
Signal level may be too low to detect on ground.
L_SC/A746800
° TABLE (Cont'd)
Y = Yes
N=No
P = Partly
NA = Not Applicable
Pard- Compat- Desir-
graph ible able Com_ments
11.2 (Cont' d)
d.
e.
f,
g.
h.
i. •
j.
k.
i.
12.2
a.
bo
C.
d.
e.
f.
13.2.2
a. tkru i.
Z3.3
a. thru f.
Y Y
N N
Y Y
P P
P P
N N
N N
N N
N N
P P
P P
P P
N N
P P
y - y
N N
N N
May not be possible to monitor the individual systems
that are extremely susceptible.
Instru_,entation Compatibility Test
Telemeter system output for those channels being
monitored can be recorded and onboard calibration
signals can be used.
Same as a.
Simulated Plug Drop Test
Plug Drop
• i ¸
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SIVB S%_T_IK SELE,CTOR Ob_UT
CKAN!IEL ASSIGNi_'_2_TS
REF: DAC Dwg. 1A69881 - Sequencer Assy. 40_A3
(Numbers in parentheses are sheet numbers)
CHA}EC£L
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
e
i0.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
P.U.D.C. Supply & Oven ON (i)
P.U.D.C. Supply & Oven OFF (i)
P.U. Fuel Boiloff Bias. CO ON (1)
P,U. Fuel Boiloff Bias. CO OFF (I)
_.U. Activate ON (2)
P.U. Activate OFF (2)
P.U. Inverter ON (2)
P.U. Inverter OFF (2)
Engine Start ON (I0)
Engine Ready Bypass Com. (2)
Fuel Inj. Temp. Dtctr, Bypass Comm (2)
•Engine Cutoff ON (3)
Engine Cutoff OFF (3)
Engine Control Heater ON (3)
Engine Control Heater OFF (3)
Engine 200w Inst Htrs ON (3)
Engine 200w Inst Htrs OFF (3)
Engine 20w Inst Ktrs ON (3)
Engine 20w Inst Ktrs OFF (3)
Bleed Valves ON (5)
Bleed Valves OFF (5)
0x. Chilldown Pump ON (5)
0x. chi_aown Pump OFF (5)
Pump Purge Valve ON (5)
Pump Valve OFF (5)
CF3,h_L
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
55-
36.
37-
38°
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49
50.
Engine Start OFF (i0)
Aux. Hya Pump (6)
Aux. Hyd Pump OFF (6)
Aux. Hyd Pump Coast Mode ON (6)
Aux. Hyd Pump Coast Mode OFF (6)
17_Dlb. Ullage ON (6)
17 ib. UllageOFF (6)
150 lb. Ullage ON (6)
150 lb. Ullage OFF (6) '
Auto Vent Enable ON (7)
Auto Vent Enable OFF (7)
Vent Open ON (7)
Fuel Tk. Repressure ON (7)
ssB GR ON (8,)
ca oFF (8)
Recorded Meas. GR ON (8)
Recorded Meas. GR OFF (8)
Flight S .C _. Group ON (8)
Flight s .c .o. Group OFF (8)
OEBIT SCO Group ON (8)
OHBIT SCO Group OFF (8)
O_SZT Xmtr Group 0_" (9)
OHBIT Xmtr Group OFF (9)
Flight Xmtr Group ON (9)
.- APPmm:X 3 LMSC/A746800
rli_at _mtr Group OFF (9)
(9)
SSB )Lmtr OFF (9)
Charge Ullage Ign. ON (I)
Charge Ullage Jettison ON (i)
Fire Ullage Ignition ON (ll)
Fire Ullage Jettison ON (ll)
Fuel Chilldo_n Pump ON (ll)
Fuel Chilldo_n Pump OFF
in Fllte Relays ON (16)
In Fllte Relays OFF (16)
Special CAL. Relays ON (].6)
Special CAL. Relays OFF (16)
Regular CAL Relays ON (16)
Regular CAL Relays OFF (16)
Record Relays ON (16)
Record Relays OFF (16)
Engine Burning 1 ON Corn (17)
Engine Burning 1 OFF Corn (17)
Engine Burning 2 ON Com (17)
Engine Burning 2 OFF Corn (17)
Range Safety II OFF (3)
Firing Command Reset (19)
Engine Restart ON (10)
Engine Restart OFF (lO)
Vent Open OFF (7)
Vent Close ON (7)
Vent Close OFF (7)
Coast Period ON Com. (17)
Coast Period OFF Com. (17)
Fuel Tank Repressure OFF (7)
ANTI Backflow Pilot Valve ON (ll)
ANTI Backflow Pilot Valve OFF (ii)
Range Safety I ON (2)
CYzk:'_
i[O.
86o
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95-
96.
97-
98.
99-
I00.
I01.
102.
103.
104.
io5.
lO6.
io7.
io8.
!o9.
llo.
lit.
I/2.
ii3.
li4.
115.
ll6.
ll7.
ll8.
]-19.
120.
R_uge Safety ! OFF (2)
Range Safety ii ON (2)
Charging Command Reset (19)
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STAGE SYSTE_v_ TESTS GUiDELZ_S
Section 7.10.3 of SR-QUAL-64-13, "Space Vehicle Stage Analysis and Checkout
Guidelines" is presented below as _dditional background material. This
section establishes minimum requirements for the checkout of an assegbled
stage. A prerequisiteto assembled stage checkout is that the stage assembly
operations be completed and verified. The checkout guidelines and require-
ments included in this section are applicable to a_y launch vehicle stage.
7.10.3 STAGE SYSTEMS TESTS
7.10.3.1 Power Distribution
7.10.3.1.1 Objective
Power distribution encompasses all power utilized on the stage to operate
electrical networks and related electrical and electromechanlcal components.
The purpose of this test is to assure compatibility of stage and support
equipment3 correct assembly, satisfactory power distribtuion, correct
electrical and mechanical function, satisfactory design, and readiness for
succeeding tests. This will include verification of the following:
ao
b.
Co
Proper mating of the GSE and stage.
Proper distribution of power throughout the stage ar_ ground system
and the electrical operation of electromechanical components.
The energlzation of all buses from proper power supplies and in the
proper sequence.
-1-
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de The control and monitoring circuitry associated with the stage
having the proper supply bus, design intent, installation, continuity,
and system compatibility.
e. Proper impedance on all buses.
f. Correct distribution of power so that no "shorts" or "sneak
circuits" exist in the system.
7. 10.3.1.Z Requirements
a. Verify GSE=stage connections according to interconnecting diagram.
b. Ascertain that all power connections have been made and that the
resistances of all supply buses are correct.
Co Verify that the power is properly applied in the proper sequence
to all circuits, electrical networks, electromechanical and
electrical components, and that the load on all buses is correct.
do Ascertain that all electrical controls operate properly to control
pneumatic supplies, pressurization and venting valves, propellant
fill and drain valves, prevalves, air bearing valves, and all other
system valves in preparation for subsequent tests.
e. Only the basic networks shall be used; i. e., items that are part
of other subsystems shall be disconnected. This is to assure
that components are not energized before being checked out.
f. The independence of stage buses shall be confirmed.
7. I0.3. Z Airborne DDAS Calibration
7. 10.3. Z. 1 Objectives
This calibration is to assure the airborne DDAS is accurately calibrated
for its use as a checkout tool prior to the commencement of testing.
-2-
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7. I0.3. Z.2. Requirements
a. i_arameters of the airborne DDAS are to be measured as outputs
o_ the DDAS ground station.
b. The signal cables containing the analog measurements shall be
disconnected from each commutator.
C. A cable harness from a 0- to 5-volt pre.cision power supply
shall be connected to the input of each commutator in sequence
so that a known voltage can be applied to all inputs of an individual
commutator simultaneously.
7. I0.3.3 Pressure and Functional Tests
7. I0.3.3. 1 General Objectives
The objective of performing pressure and functional tests on the
mechanical systerhs of the stage is to assure the integrity and functional
capability of the mechanical systems in the stage. The checkout shall
not be a matter of merely making visual or functional type inspections
in conformance with the design specilicatlons, but ,ather it is an
operational test.
7. 10.3.3. _- General Requirements
Methods outlined in this paragraph shall be incorporated in the tests:
a. All connections that are disconnected in order to perform a
test must be retested for leakage.
bi Leak test solution shall not be used on braiding of flexible
lines, bellow, pneumatic bleed ports, or flared surfaces of
AN fittings and tubings,
Co All leak detection solution shall be completely removed from
all fittings, lines, components, and assemblies, with an approved
solvent, after testing. Care shall be exercised to prevent foreign
matter from entering vents, bleed, or pilot openings.
-3-
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All protective covers removed from the stage and test equipment
shall be irnn_.cdiately replaced upon completion of test.
At no tinge s}_all any line connections or fittings, flanges,
or fixturcs be disconnected while a system is pressurized.
All systems being tested shall be pressurized slowly to, and
shall not exceed the specified pressures of the system.
If any audible leakage is detected within the specified pressure
range, it shall be marked and recorded for correction.
All test lines, connections, fittings, and fixtures shall be
tested and free of external leakage prior to beginning any
pressure "drop-ofP' test.
Where'it is not feasible to measure allowable component leakages
by using downstream flowmeters or upstream flowmeters, the
system shall be pressurized to a known volume and pressure/
temperature will be monitored, and a decay or drop-off test
shall then be perfor1_ned.
All high-pressure tests shall be conducted utilizing incremental
pressure steps. Five-minute intervals are recommended between
pressure steps.
Audible leak detectors shall be utilized during high-pressure
tests to inform the test conductor of system audible leaks.
Structural system pressurization tests shall be conducted at
test pressure, with the test cell evacuated of all personnel.
Then systems will be checked at safe pressure with personnel
in test cell to check for leaks using approved leak detection
solution. Systems shall be vented and a trace gas leak check
shall be conducted.
Any faulty pressurized system must be depressurized before
repairs are attempted,
Tracer gas utilized for leak detection shall be handled in such
a manner as to avoid contaminating areas where future leak
tests will be conducted. Systems tested with tracer gas shall not
indiscriminately be vented into these areas.
-#.
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o. In the event any system is "opened" after a leakage test has
been performed, the system shall be retested for leakage.
p. Using ieakdetection solution and tracer gas, check all fittings,
tubing, connections, and flanges relevant to the sfage systems. No
external leakage is allowed.
q. Flowmeter tests shall be utilized to check all valve seats, seals, etc.
r. Care shall be exercised to insure that the pressure range of
•pressure transducers in any system shall not be exceeded during
system pressurization tests.
s. All pressure gages and pressure transducers must be calibrated
within 30 days before use in testing a stage.
Records of all system actuation timing, pressure levels, etc. shall be
obtained and evaluated. Testing time is minimized by performing
instrument calibration tests in conjunction with instrumentation checkout
personnel.
7. 10.3.3.3 AC Heaters
7.10.3.3.3.1 Objectives
Verify proper heater operation.
7. I0.3.3.3. Z Requirements
ao Attach temperature transducers as close to the thermostat as
possible without direct contact being established with the heater
elements.
b. Verify that proper voltage is applied to assure validity of current
readings received.
c. All heater units must be cycled three times.
d. Compare, display, and print out amperage drawn by each
heater and temperature limits of the controlling thermostat for
three cycles of each component.
-5-
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7. 10.3. 3.4 Pressure Switches Test
7. i0.3.3.4. I Objectives
The objectivcs of this test are to verify pressure switch operation, to
leak test at system pressure, check for internal and external leakage,
verify actuation and de-actuating pressure se_tings, and make and break
repeatability of the switches.
7. 10.3.3.4.2 Requirements
a. All pressurization cycles are to be performed three times
in order to insure consistent results.
Do All systems shall be pressurized at a reasonable rate to maintain
admquate control. (High-pressure systems should be limited to a
maximum pressurization rate of one percent of maximum system
pressure per minute near upper limits• )
c. All pressurization system connections shall be leak checked
at an intermediate level of operation.
d. Go to system pressure slowly and vent to zero slowly for each cycle.
ee All systems shall be checked for leaks on first pressurization cycle.
Actuation and de-actuation pressures shall be determined on the
first and subsequent cycles. All switches shall be cycled three
times by going to system pressure and then venting to zero for
each cycle.
f• The actuations and de-actuations shall be observed and recorded
during increasing pressure and decreasing pressure, and they
shall be checked to determine if they are within specified tolerances,
g. All connections shall be leak checked.
7. 10.3.3.5 Control Pressure System
_m
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7. 10.3. 3.5. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check system integrity, external
and inLernal leakage of the system and components, minimum pressure
required for component operation, and relief settings of high-pressure
regulator and system relief valves. In addition, check response timing
and repeatability of component operation, proof test system and components
at normal system operating pressure, and check and assure that the GN Z
control system purges are within specification..
7. 10.3.3.5.2 Requirements
a. Audible leak check of the high-press.ure system shall be performed
at a reduced, safe pressure level.
b. High-pressure systems shall be pressurized using suitable
increments. The maximum pressure level shall be maintained
for five minutes.
c. All high-pressure connections, components, bottle fill, and
vent valves shall be leak checked at a man-safe pressure.
d. All system valves shall be checked for seal leaks.
e. All system valves shall be checked to ascertain that they 'will
actuate to full-open position.
f. All relief valves shall be chec,<ed to determine if cracking
and seating pressures are within specification.
g. All prevalves, relief valves, replenishing valves, fill and drain
valves, and vent valves shall be time checked.
h. All valves shall be cycled three times and the three results
compared to insure normal system operations.
7. I0.3.3.6 Gas Generator Oxidizer and Fuel Control Valve Assemblies
7. 10.3. 3.6. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to determine external leakage of components
and connections, internal leakage of poppet seats, pressure required to
open poppets, and the repeatability of operation of the system components.
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7. I0.3.3. 6.2 Requirements
a. The cracking pressure of all system valves shall be determined.
b. All system connections shall be checked using audible, suitable
leak detection solution, and pressure differential methods.
c. Internal leakage of all valves shall be checked.
d. The oxidizer and fuel valves shall be cycled three times, and
the results obtained must be consistent.
e. The repeatability of all system component's must be ascertained.
f. All components are operated to determine proper actuation and
de-actuation pressure levels.
7. 10.3.3.7 Gas Generator, Gas Turbine, Turbine Exhaust and
Turbopump Gearcase Test
7. 10.3.3.7.1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check the gas generator system for
external leakage, turbine seal leakage, turbopump torque, audible
noise during turbopump torque test, and cracking pressure of lube
oil drain check valve and its repeatability.
7.10.3.3.7.2 Requirements
ao All connections and fittings shall be checked for leaks using
a suitable leak detection solution. No external leakage shall
be allowed.
b. Turbine seal leakage shall be checked with a suitable flowmeter.
Co All bellows, flanges, and welds in these systems shall be
leak checked with a suitable tracer gas. No leakage shall be
allowed.
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do Turbopump gearcase fittings, connections, measurements,
lqanges, and tubing shall be checked with a suitable tracer
gas. No external leakage shall be allowed.
e. Turbopump gearcase pressurization'check valves shallbe
checked for reverse leakage.
7. I0.3.3.8 Engine Control System Tests
7. 10.3.3.8.1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check for external and internal'leaks,
for minimum pressure required for main oxidizer valve and main fuel
valve operation, for "no actuation" and "actuation" of ignitor monitor
valve, position potentiometer of main oxidizer valve and main fuel
valve for closed position, open position and total valve position, functional
operation of sequence valve, and system integrity. Also a check of
response, timing, and repeatability of main oxidizer valve, ;main fuel
valve, ignitor monitor valve, and proof test system for components at
normal operating pressures of the system is conducted.
7. I0.3.3.8.2 Requirements
ao All connections, fittings, and housings must be leak checked
with a suitable leak detection solution. No external leakage will
be allowed.
b. Internal leak check around O-rings and other seals shall be
conducted utilizing flowm eters.
c. All valves shah De checked for cracking and seating pressures
and must comply with specifications.
d. All system components shall be checked to assure they are
operative and capable of obtaining full-open position.
e. All t6st fixtures installed in a system must be red-tagged with
a tag of sufficient size to insure detection.
f, Oxidizer and fuel valves shall be checked for smooth operation
(no binding or sticking allowed).
-9-
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7. i0. 3. 3.9 Oxidizer Pressurization System
7. i0.3. 3.9. I Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check for binding and bending of
oxidizer lines and expansion joints, for external leakage, for seal
leakages of valves, for system integrity, and proper functioning of the
flow control valve. The system shall be pressurized to proof pressure.
7. 10.3.3.9.2 Requirements
aa A leak check of all lines, fittings, and connections shall be
conducted under a suitable test pressure using leak detec-
tor solution or tracer gas as applicable. The system shall
be pressurized and checked for pressure decay and reverse
leakage of valve seats. The oxidizer pressurization system
shall be checked at proof pressure for-functional operation.
GOX flow control devices shall be functionally tested within
the system by simulating tank pressures and other controlling
parameters while monitoring valve responses.
So All leak detection solution shall be removed using a suitable
solvent. All control devices are functiona/ly tested.
7. i0.3.3. I0 Engine Purge System
7. 10.3.3. 10. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check for external leakage, system in-
tegrity, proof test at normal system operating pressures, component
operation, and system flow rateS.
7. 10.3.3.10. Z Requirements.
So
System lines and storage equipment shall be pressure checked
at operating pressure and a flow measurement conducted.
A leak check of all lines, fittings, and connections shall be
conducted under pressure, utilizing a suitable leak detection
solution. No external leakage is allowable.
c. Internal leakage of the system components shall be measured
with a flowmeter.
-I0 -
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7. 10.3.3.1 1 Propellant Utilization
7. 10.3.3.11. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check for external leakage, check
regulators for pressure and flow regulation, and assure system integrity.
7.10.3.3.11.Z Requirements
a. All regulators, check valves, and bypass valves connections
and fittings shall be leak checked at a safe pressure level using
a suitable leak detection solution. No external leakage is allowable.
b. All systems shall be pressurized to operating pressure to perform
apressure drop-off test. The system should contain the pressure
for a specified period.
c. A functional test of all system components shall be made to verify
operational capabilities.
7. I0.3.3.12 Oxidizer Tank and Combustion Chamber Test
7.10.3.3.1Z. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check for external leakage, internal
leakage of vents and valves, system integrity, binding in all expansion
! joints and bellows on interconnects and feed lines, and functional operation
of all components.
7. 10.3.3.12. Z Requirements .....
a, Leak checks shall be conducted using audible leak procedures,
tracer gas, and leak detection solution to check all fittings,
connections, and flanges.
b. Internal leakage checks of all valve seats shall be conducted
utilizing flowm ete rs.
Co Oxidizer tank shall be pressurized in increments to test pressure.
A suitable time interval shall be allowed between increments. System
shall be maintained at proof pressure for five minutes. Pressure
shall be reduced to safe level before personnel enter the test area.
-11-
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d. Oxidizer turbopump shall be checked for oxidizer seal leakage
and torquc required to rotate each pump.
e. All combustion chamber purge lines shall be leak checked
using suitable leak detection solution.
f. All combustion chambers shall be leak checked.
g. A functional check of all component operation shall be conducted.
7. I0.3.3.13 High-Pressure Spheres and Fuel Tanks
7. 10.3.3. 13.1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to determine external leakage, internal
leakage of components, functional operation of components, binding in
all expansion joints and bellows, and system integrity.
7. I0.3.3. 13. Z Requirements
a. Proof pressure test shall be conducted on the high-pressure
systems and the pressure drop-off observed.
b. External leak checks using audible leak detection procedures
shall be conducted at safe pressure lev.els.
C. All fittings and connections shall be leak checked at safe
pressure level utilizing suitable leak detection solution and
tracer gases.
d. Internal leak checks of all valves shall be conducted utilizing
flowmeters.
e. Audible leak checks shall be made of the fuel tanks.
fo Tracer gas leak checks of fuel tanks shall be conducted after
audible leak checks. A suitable tracer gas detector shall be utilized
to check for leakage.
g. Fuel turbopump seal leakage shall be checked."
-12-
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h. _\ functional check of all system components shall be conducted.
i. The high-pressure spheres and fuel tanks shall be pressurized
to a safe level to check system integrity, using a suitable gas
detector.
7. I0.3.3.14 Hydraulic Systems
7. i0.3.3, 14. 1 Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check hydraulic systems for proper
response, and system integrity. Each engine is gimballed to verify
structural clearance and proper travel.
7.10.3.3.14. Z Requirements
a. All personnel must be cleared from vehicle tail area before
hydraulic systems are actuated.
b. Visual checks shall be conducted to assure clearance with
respect to surrounding stage equipment.
c. Visual checks for twisting, buckling, or stretching of flexible
hoses or wiring.
d, Visual checks for evidence of leakage.
e. Check of smooth operations of system.
f. A check shall be conducted to assure ability to fully extend
and retract both the pitch and yaw actuators simultaneously
(corner clearance check).
g. Check all gimbal and expansion joints to assure proper operation.
h. All actuator locks must be installed at completion of tests.
7.10.3.3.15 Instrument Canister and Cooling System
-13-
7. I0.3. 3. 15. i Objectives
The objectives of this test are to check structural integrity, external
leakage, components for internal leakage, and operation of cooling
system components.
7. 10.3. 3. 15.2 Requirements
a. Audible and visual leak checks shall be conducSed over a
suitable pressure range,
b. A minimum number of personnel shall be allowed in test cell
to detect leaks while system is pressurizecl.
c. Instrument canisters shall be pressurized slowly utilizing
increments of pressure. Sufficient holding times shall be
allowed between pressure steps.
d. After maximum pressure level has been obtained a suitable
drop-off test shall be conducted.
e. All system connections and fittings shall be leak checked with
a suitable leak detection solution and tracer gas.
f. Verify the proper function of all cooling system components.
7. 10.3.4 General Network and Malfunction Tests
7. 10.3.4.1 Objectives
a. Verify over-all design, function, and compatibility of the various
cutoff sequences.
b. Verify proper operation and compatibility of the power transfer
circuits, launch s equenc er, and flight sequencer.
7.10.3.4. Z Requirements
a. Exercise all circuits required to obtain firing command.
b. Initiate power transfer from ground power to stage power and return.
-14 -
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Exercise the stage flight sequencer to ascertain its proper operation.
Exercise all methods of cutoff. This may entail giving firing
command and introducing malfunctions to ascertain if the malfunctions
can be detected and the proper action taken.
After each cutoff, recycle the system to prelaunch condition to
prove that after each, the system can be recycled to a safe condition.
Exercise all elements of the CDR system. Verify retro rockets,
ullage rockets, and separation systems commands properly received.
Conduct special tests, if necessary, to verify each redundant circuit.
The initial part of this test should consist of verifying the network
circuitry associated with vehicle engine cutoff in the following areas:
(I) Command-destruct system with command receivers.
(Z) Flight sequencer.
(3) Propellant depletion circuits.
(4) Low thrust cutoff circuits.
The EBW subsystem in the retro rocket and destruct systems
shall be verified.
The sequence of switching necessary for preparations completion
shall be checked, followed by a check of various prematurecutoff
sequences by introducing malfunctions into the automatic sequence
after firing command. A normal firing sequence is accomplished
with umbilical retraction occurring automatically at the' appropriate
time. The umbilical retraction is simulated during the prestatic
tests. The one-shot safety relays shall be test fired. Cutoff is
given after liftoff by the ground command transmitter via the stage
command receivers. Since no guidance and control equipment is
connected during this test, position indicators are simulated.
°
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7. 10.3.5 Measuring System
7.10.3.5.1 Objectives
a. To verify the calibration of all transducers located on the stage
where practical.
b. To verify the calibration of the signal conditioners associated
with the transducers.
c. To assure subsystem conformance to proper channel assignments
as determined by applicable documentation.
7. 10.3.5. Z Requirements
a. The parameters to be checked are dc voltages, ac voltages,
and frequencies, representing measurements of the following:
(I) Propulsion.
(Z) Expulsion.
(3) Temperature.
(4) Pressure.
(5) Strain.
(6) Vibration.
(7) Flight Mechanics.
(8) Steering Control.
(9) Stabilized Platform.
(I0) Guidance.
(II) RFand Telemetering.
(1Z) Signals.
(13) Voltages
-16-
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(14) Currents.
{15) Frequency, etc.
So The outputs of the measurements an4 signal conditioners shall
be returned to the checkout computer via the DDAS and/or the
telemeter systems where they shall be compared against predicted
values.
Ct Those measurements originating from the operation of some
system or component shall be monitored as the related system
or component is operated through discrete steps.
do Those measurements originating from the stage environment
shall be monitored as they are stimulated by the proper environ-
mental change. With some measurements, this shall consist of
a gross stimuli applied just enough to obtain a significant output
of the gage, with others, this shall consist of applying stimuli
by means of special built-in aids, while others shall require the
substitution or addition of some special networl_s just for checkout.
eQ The rule shall be to actually stimulate or cTperate the system for
every flight measurement, Simulation shall only be accepted when
degradation of the stage would occur or the probe is inaccessible.
fo The computer program shall provide for a printout of all data,
both acquired and stored, in various groupings to be utilized by
the test conductor during checkout.
7. 10.3.6 Telemetry Systems
7.10.3.6.1 Objectives
Determine that the telemetry system operates in compliance with applicable
specifications while installed in and controlled via stage networks.
7.10.3.0. Z Requirements
a. The following prerequisites should be completed.
(i) Completion of functional checkout (including timing and
calibration) of all TLM system components in a bench test setup.
(Z) Tuning of TLM antenna systems.
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7.10.3.
a.
b.
(z)
(3)
(4) Calibration step amplitude.
(5} Commutator rate and format.
(6) Transmitter frequency _nd deviation.
(7) Spurious signals of each transmitter.
(8) Spurious signals of multicoupled transmitters.
(9) Subcarrier oscillator frequency, deviation,
linearity, and pre-emphasis.
(10) Multicoupler efficiency.
The following parameters should be checked.
(1) Transmitter powerout and reflected power.
RF amplifier power output and reflected power.
All voltages on main and RF power amplifier chassis.
stability,
All parameters, as a minimum, listed above will be measured
(either manually or automatically) while the TLM system is
operating in the stage network in as near a flight configuration
as possible. These measurements will be compared with measure-
ments obtained previously in the functional bench check to determine
trends and for compliance with applicable specifications.
Calibration of subcarrier oscillators will be checked and adjusted
as necessary.
7 .R F Systems
7.1 Objectives
Verify altitude meas.uring capability.
Verify proper antenna tuning and installation.
-18-
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c. Validate proper response of safety RF systems.
d. Veri,_y that all tracking devices have the proper frequency.
7.10.3.7.2 acquirements
a. Interrogate the radar with five known al.titude simulation delays.
bo Transmit destruct and non-destruct commands and monitor all
responses. AGC characteristics shall be determined at five signal
input levels.
c. Make VSW1R and electrical phasing checks of the coaxial cables.
d. Stimulate antennas with center frequency and monitor for proper null.
e. Energize RF transponders and compare measured frequency and
power output with bench test results.
f. The installation of all antennas shall be visually inspected for
proper installation, sufficient electrical continuity, etc. Satisfactory
antenna tuning shall be verified using the stage skin as a ground
plane. Electrical phasing of all interconnecting coaxial cables
shall be verified by actual test and proper cable installation shall
be determined by visual inspection. The results of antenna tuning
and cable phasing bench tests shall be used in determining satis-
fa.ctory operation after stage installation.
g.
Performance evaluation of the stage RF systems is variable as
a function of the type of system being evaluated. All RF system
evaluation should be performed through an open-loop type coupling
since this more nearly approximates flight conditions. RF receivers
shall be interrogated from an appropriate ground station. This
interrogation shall include the transmittal of all command signals
to which the receiver is to respond, and the careful evaluation of the
receiver responses. Triggering of all stage 1RF transmitters is
initiated from the appropriate ground station and the resulting
transmitter response carefully evaluated. In general, the stage
1RF systems evalu_ttion is not an absolute measurement of parameters
previously measured during bench functional tests, but is an
operational performance test. For example, absolute receiver
sensitivity, bandwidth, etc., measurements are not attempted.
Additionally, absolute transmitter power output levels are not
measured during this evaluation, although frequency, pulse repetition
rates, etc., are a part of the system evaluation.
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7. I0.3.8 Thrust Vector Control System
7. I0.3.8. i Engine Gimballing System
7.10.3.8. 1. 1 Objectives
a. Verify the linearity of each actuator position potentiometer.
b. Verify proper polarity of each actuator.
c. Verify that there is no interaction between actuator operations.
d. Verify engine gimballing system instrumentation.
7. I0.3.8.1. Z Requirements
a. Apply a stimulus to each actuator and record the actuator position
potentiometer output - compare with calculated values• and the
actual position of the actuator.
b. Apply stimuli to all engines simultaneously and observe engines
and engine deflection measurements for smoothness of operation.
c. Record and evaluate engine instrumentation such as hydraulic
temperature and pressure, etc.
7. 10.3.8. Z Rate Gyro Assembly Tests
7. 10.3. 8. Z. 1 Objectives
The objectives of the tests of the rate gyro assembly are to verify
proper functioning of the rate gyros and their associated electrical
support equipment.
7.10.3.8. Z.Z Requirements
a. Verify rate gyro up to speed indication.
b. Apply stimuli to'torquer circuit and measure torquer current,
command output and telemeter output• for proper polarity and
amplitude.
-20-
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Cl With the stage control system power on, the telemeter recording
equipment operating, the rate gyro power on, and the package
loose from its mounting bracket, the rate gyro package shall be
slowly turned, about one sensitive axis at a time so that the correct
polarity and channel identification can be made of "the output signals
from each sensing element in the package.
do After the identification and polarity test is performed, the package
will be secured to its mounting bracket before continuing with the
torque test. Through the appropriate test station or stage interface
test set, signals are applied to the torque coils of each rate gyro
in turn and the output is checked against specifications in the checkout
computer. While the above tests are_ being performed, observations
will be made at the indicating meters on the appropriate test console
and the telemeter recordings are observed for any malfunction.
7. 10.3.8.3 ControlAccelerometer Tests
-i ¸
7. 10.3.8.3.1 Objectives
The objectives of the.tests of the control accelerometers are to verify
the proper functioning of the pitch and yaw control accelerometers and
the associated electrical support equipment.
7. 10.3.8.3.2 Requirements
Apply stimuli to torquer circuit and measure torquer current,
command output, and telemeter output for proper polarity and
amplitude.
Do With the stage control system power on and the control
accelerometers on, signals via an appropriate test station and
the stage interface set shall be applied to each of the control
accelerometers. These input signals shall be monitored at the
stage interface set or at an appropriate test station:
Co The correct functioning of the control accelerometers shall be
monitored by observing the control accelerometer output signal
level via the stage interface set panel meters or on an oscillograph
recorder. These tests shall be applied in turn to the pitch and
yaw control accelerometers.
-21 -
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7. I0.3.8.4 Auxiliary Control System Assemblies
7. I0.3.8.4. I Objectives
The objectives of the auxiliary control system assemblies (i,e., reaction
control devices) checkout tests are to verify that the initiation, actuation,
duration, and decay of the flow through each reaction control device meets
the designated performance specifications.
7. 10.3.8.4.2 Requirements
a. Stimulate the auxiliary control system and me asure the duration,
decay, and deadband characteristics and" compare with specified
values.
b. With the stage control system power on, stimuli will be applied
to the auxiliary control system which pulses the reaction control
device on and allows flow through the reaction control jets.
c. Measurements of the actuation, duration, decay, and deadband
characteristics of the device will be compared with specified
values.
7. I0.3.9 Steering Over-All Test
7.10.3.9.1 Objectives
The objectives of the steering over-all test are as follows:
a. To prove the compatibility of the thrust vector control system
with the stage networks.
.
b. To eject the umbilicals and prove the stage can function without
the power and control cables connected to the GSE.
7. 10.3.9.2 Requirements
ao Initially, the stage systems and ground support equipment shall
be brought to a state of readiness in order to accept the automatic
sequence initiated by the firing command. All indicators shall
be monitored for proper status. Examples of the more important
-22-
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indications that will be displayed are power monitoring, fuel
dispersion safe, ignition safe, all plugs connected, fuel vents
closed, all supports supporting, all manual locks in, CDR signals
blocked, stage cutoff safe, safety relays installed, and arming units
safe.
b. The IRF and telemetry systems are not active during this test.
c. The measuring system is active to the extent-of monitoring the
hydraulic and gimballing system.
d. Apply power to the stage and place the system in a ready-to-fire
status •
e. Simulate error commands to the engine gimballing system.
f. Initiate firing command and allow the sequence to proceed normally
with liftoff given by ejecting the un_bilicals.
g. Continue the flight sequence until all timing and flight operations
have ceased.
7.10.3. 10 RF Compatibility Test
7.10.3. 10. 1 Objectives
a. To determine if any interaction exists between RF systems.
b. To determine if the RF systems are adversely affected by the
operation of other electrical and electronic equipment.
c. To determine if other electrical and electronic equipment is
adversely affected by the operation of the RF systems_
7.10.3.10. Z Requirements
a. Bring all stage systems to an operating condition and verify
normal operation.
b. In a prescribed sequence, energize all of the stage RF systems
individually.
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c. Monitor the AGC and frequency measurements as the various
systems are operated.
d. Satisfactory performance of both the RF system and the associated
stage system shall be verified. This procedure shall be continued
as each RF system, including telemetry, is energized a'nd as all
RF systQms are colle(;tiv¢ly operatQd,
7.10.3. 1 l Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Test
7.10.3.11.1 Objectives
a. To determine if all vehicle and ground support equipment
electrical, electronic, and electromechanical systems and
subsystems will operate, both individually and simultaneously,
without degraded performance due to EMC.
b. To determine that the vehicle structure provides the low dc
resistance and ac impedance necessary for a satisfactory vehicle
ground plane.
7.10.3. 11.2 Requirements
a. Monitor all frequency bands where frequency interference is
most suspected. The results of the stage frequency allocation
analysis will be used to determine the suspected frequencies.
b* Monitor critical and susceptible stage circuits during subsystem
and system tests.
c. Analyze all data obtained versus the electromagnetic interference
and susceptibility test data taken during bench testing.
d. The EMC Test shall be performed concurrent with the normal
vehicle stage checkout and shall require a minimum of allocated
time in the over-all checkout schedule.
e. The test will consist of monitoring the response, output, and/or
performance during, first, individual, and then simultaneous,
functioning of critical stage and ground support equipment systems,
and subsystems.
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Criticality of subsystems and systems shall be determined by
susceptibility characteristics and function performed during
checkout and/or flight.
Any vehicle or ground support equipment systems and subsystems
exhibiting extreme susceptibility to electromagnetic signals shall
be monitored during the EMC Test. Additionally, any ground support
equipment or vehicle systems and subsystems necessary for a
valid checkout or flight mission accomplishmeflt shall be monitored
during the EMC Test.
The final H;MC Tests shall be performed on complete vehicle
stages; abbreviated EMC Test will be performed on subsequent
identical stages after sufficient confidence has been gained through
EMC testing.. If consecutive vehicle stages differ significantly,
a comprehensive EMC Test shall be performed on each stage.
_.MC Tests will define radiated and conducted electromagnetic
characteristics and dc resistance measurements to determine the
adequacy of the vehicle ground plane. The signal inputs to the
Command Destruct System will be monitored around the Receiver
fundamental and image frequencies.
Transient, continuous wave, and broadband interference signal
monitoring shall be included in any comprehensive vehicle stage
conducted EMC Test.
EMC conducted test data shall be thorough enough to not only
provide a definition of an individual stage electromagnetic characteristic,
but shall also provide the characteristics relative to interfacing
conductors between various vehicle stages.
DC resistance measurements shall be made between all major
segments of the vehicle structure. These measurements shall be
made when no power is applied to the vehicle stage. Particular
attention shall be given to the measurements between instrumentation
systems, canisters, etc., and the stage tanks and spider beams.
The method by which the vehicle ground system is established shall
be visually inspected to assure a satisfactory ac as well as dc
grounding s cheme.
i" i' "_f •
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7.10.3. lZ Instrumentation Compatibility Test
7.10.3. 12. 1 Objective
Verify the over-all'calibration polarity and operation of the flight
instrumentation system, by making a complete end-to-end simultaneous
check of each measurement channel.
7.10.3. 1Z. Z Requirements
a. The parameters to be measured and recorded are the outputs
of the DDAS and telemeter systems.
(1) Built-in calibrations such as RACS and telemeter
calibrations shall be checked at all points of operation.
(Z) Pressure transducers with calibration ports shall be
checked at three different pressure levels.
(3) Those measurements originating as functions of GSE or
stage networks are to be monitored as these systems are
cycled through significant operations.
b. The telemetry and DDAS systems shall be active and operating
with their ground stations.
Ce Each measurement channel shall be active and recorded by
the computer and on magnetic tape through the telemeter ground
station as it is stimulated.
de The output of each telemetry channel shall be compared with
the corresponding DDAS channel and a printout of this comparison
made by the computer,
ee Thos'e channels not returned to the computer by DDAS shall be
compared to the calibration curve verified during the measuring
system test.
fo A complete set of oscillograph records of the telemetry systems
operation during this test shall be made from the magnetic tape
and made immediately available for a quick-look evaluation.
. i__
: :
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7. 10.3. 13 Simulated Flight Test
7. 10.3.13. 1 General
This test consists of both the simulated plug dropand the plug drop tests.
The simulated plug drop test is run during manufacturing and post-static
operations, whereas the plug drop test is performed on_ during post-static
operations.
7.10.3.13. Z Simulated Plug Drop Test
7.10.3.13. Z. 1 Objectives
a. To verify all of the stage systems can be brought to a state of
readiness for firing command.
b. To verify that power transfer can be acc_)mplished without any
adverse effects on any of the systems.
c. To verify that exercising the thrust vector control system does not
adversely effect any of the systems.
do To verify that the stage can be programmed through the firing
sequence, simulated liftoff, and that allinflight functions operate
properly.
7.10.3.13. Z.2 Requirements
aQ All of the systems will be active. The simulated plug drop
will be conducted by setting stage systems and appropriate
stage substitutes.
b. All functions necessary to obtain "launch preparations complete, "
a firing sequence, and simulated flight will be performed.
CQ At simulated liftoff the umbilicals are not ejected. This is
necessary to verify that all of the functions, where the response
is not telemetered but is hard-wired t_ the GSE, occur at the proper
time and/or in proper sequence, and to provide additional instrumen-
tation.
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d. Perform a power transfer test and gimbal the engines prior to
firing command.
eo
Thrust Vector Control system responses are investigated on
such problem_ as stability, actuator-bounce frequency response,
transfer functions, etc.
f. Check for functioning of command destruct system prior to
firing command.
g. Before and after a.ny function, ascertain that the stage responses
are proper. Also that they remain proper .throughout the test.
h. Those functions which cannot be performed for safety reasons,
etc., are simulated.
i. During the simulated plug drop test the sta'ge will be programmed
through the same sequence as the steering over-all test with the
following exceptions_ retraction of umbilicals will be simulated;
engine cutoff is initiated by simulation; all stage flight systems
are made active. Since the umbilicals are not ejected during this
test, the sequence records of networks operation after liftoff are
more inclusive than those of other composite tests. The data
from this test will reveal any interaction between subsystems
prior to the plug drop test. Since all measurements _[re recorded,
the accuracy of transmitted and telemetered information can be
verified.
7. 10.3. 13.3 Plug Drop (Simulated Flight Test)
7.10.3. 13.3.1 Objectives
The objectives of this test include the ones of the previous test plus the
following:
a. To verify in detail that the measuring system operates properly
and within the proper tolerances.
I
b. To verify that all of the systems will function properly after
the umbilicals are disconnected.
c. Verify that malfunction cutoff will shut down stage.
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a. Verify, prior to firing command, that the measuring system is
operating within tolerance.
b. Remove all subsystem monitoring equipment that has been used
for the lower level testing.
c. The countdown should be as close to an actual launch countdown
as possible.
do During the plug drop test, the functions performed should be
identical to those of the simulated plug drop test except those
which are changed because the umbilicals are actually ejected.
e. Engine cutoff will be given: by simulating fuel depletion, by
simulating thrust decay and the destruct signal from command
receivers up.on termination of the flight sequence. The test
results and stimuli will be monitored by use of meters, recorders,
consoles, etc., at points of interest.
Go The simulated flight sequence shall be recorded via the telemetry
on magnetic tape and oscillograph records of the telemetry
channels Shall be made and presented immediately for a quick-look
evaluation of the test by the procuring agency and the test coordinator.
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